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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of this work is a visualization system for protein interaction network align-

ment data and protein interaction network evolution data. For reaching this goal,

these two kinds of data should be analyzed in detail, to fully understand this bio-

logical data in a mathematical way. For both types of data the interesting biological

questions should be found and a visualization should be invented, that allows an-

swering these questions. The visualization shall show the data in a way, that is easy

to understand. The potential users are no mathematicians, they are biologists or

computational biologists. The goal is a visualization, that does not only produce

some nice pictures, but allows the exploration of the data with the help of this visu-

alization. All this work should result in a visualization software, that is able to use

standard input file types and includes all the theoretical ideas developed.

In many biological processes proteins play a key role. They are involved in biological

regulation, development, growth, locomotion, metabolism, and reproduction. There-

fore, the study and analysis of proteins is of high importance in the fields of biology

and medicine.

Proteins are linear molecular structures build of building blocks called amino acids.

The proteins differ in the sequence of these amino acids, which also results in a

different spacial structure. Some pairs of proteins are able to bind due to their

spacial structure and this binding causes biological phenomena such as signal trans-

port, transcriptional regulation or multi-enzyme complexes. Thus, knowledge on the

protein interactions in an organism helps understanding the organization of this

organism.

The biological organisms usually have got a lot of proteins, the gene number of the

human is estimated to be less than 30.000 [1] but each gene might code for more than
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one protein. Thus, the human (Homo sapiens) contains ten thousands of proteins,

from which only parts are known. There are also some other well known organisms,

such as fly (Drosophila melanogaster) and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), but for

most of the organisms, only little is known. There is also lots of research on the

function of the proteins and their interaction, as the pure knowledge of the single

proteins is useless. As a result, for some species many proteins and interactions are

known.

All proteins of one species together with their interactions form a protein interac-

tion network . Each species has got its own protein interaction network and these

networks are often very complex. In these networks, the proteins are the entities and

the interactions the edges between these entities. Thus, two proteins which interact

are connected by an edge, if they are not connected, they do not interact with each

other.

As the recent organisms are the result of an evolutionary process, also their protein

interaction networks are. Thus, the protein interaction networks of different species

differ, but are not independent, and the closer the species are related, the closer also

the protein interaction networks are. Thus, two protein interaction networks of two

closely related species are expected to differ only a little, whereas networks of species

not so closely related are expected to differ stronger. In the course of evolution

new species evolved by speciation events. In a speciation event, a population of

one organism is divided into two subpopulations and they develop independently

from this moment of separation on. Therefore, these subpopulations differentiate

and become two different species. For the protein interaction networks it is the

same, both divided populations had the same protein interaction network and these

now evolve independently, which lead to two different networks, that have lots of

properties in common. The evolutionary steps in the protein interaction network

evolution are the gain and loss of proteins and the gain and loss of interactions in

addition to speciation events. Thus, in two recent species there might exist proteins,

that already existed in their common ancestor, these proteins are called orthologs.

Proteins, that evolved by duplication, i.e. are the result of the duplication of one

protein, from one protein within one species, are called paralogs.

Orthologs and paralogs that splited lately have high structural similarities, as they

only evolved independently for a relatively short time. The other way around, these

structural similarities allow the detection of orthologs and paralogs by sequence

alignment (a method analyzing the sequence similarities) and other methods. With

the help of the knowledge about orthologs, protein interaction networks of different
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species can be aligned, which means that a relation is build, which names the or-

tholgous proteins in the different species. This means, the networks can be aligned,

by finding proteins with the same common ancestor. Such alignments can be build

up without knowledge on the evolution of the networks, just with sequence similar-

ities of the proteins yielding the orthologs or even using databases with orthology

information included. Based on such data, also the evolution of protein interaction

networks across different species can be modeled. Modeling them only with the

knowledge of orthologs and paralogs is not possible, but different approaches using

the network structure of the protein interaction networks are successful in doing

this. Thus, today a prediction of the evolution of the protein interaction networks

of different species is possible using the known information for the recent species.

The parts in protein interaction networks, that are shared by different species, the

conserved parts, are believed to have the same function. Thus, finding conserved

parts allows the prediction of protein function in species, where it is unknown. This

allows a better understanding of protein interaction networks and their functionality.

Learning about the evolution of protein interaction networks and the mechanisms

that are active there, allows learning about evolutionary mechanisms in general.

Thus, exploring data on evolving networks is of high interest. Furthermore, under-

standing evolution is one of the main research areas in modern biology, as it allows

understanding life (greek bios, ”life”, -logia, ”study of”). Thus, protein evolution [2]

and the evolution of protein interaction networks [3, 4, 5] are of special interest for

biologists. Additionally, exploring the modeled data of evolution of alignment data

might help evaluating the modeling algorithms used, by finding clear mistakes or

discrepancies.

Knowledge on biological networks is very important, especially in biomedicine, as

many diseases are multifactorial and have their cause partly in corresponding net-

works gone out of order. Thus, knowledge on protein interaction networks, which

will also be gained by research on their evolution, can be very helpful in the medical

progress.

In the field of bio informatics and network research, the visualization of the networks

always plays a key role, as can be seen in the large amount of software available for

this goal. Visualization allows humans to find structures in data, to understand data

easier than from the plain data, if the visualization is good. Interactive visualization

tools allow the fast exploration of data. As for networks, there exists a mathematical

structure, the graph, to describe it and an intuitive visualization technique, the node

link diagram, the visual understanding of networks is often used. People use simple
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visualizations of metro maps in their everyday life, wiring diagrams in electrics

and a multitude of interaction diagrams in biology. Thus, we and especially the

biologists are used to node link diagram visualizations to easy gain insight into

data. As research on protein interaction network alignments and their evolution

across species is of high interest today and a growing amount of data is available,

visualization techniques are needed. Such visualization will support the scientists in

this field of research.

When the research on network alignment started, some scientists also tried to visual-

ize them to easily show their results. Therefore, they invented some basic approaches

for the visualization of aligned protein interaction networks. We reviewed these ap-

proaches and where able to group them into three classes, we called them “side by

side”, “all in one” and the 2.5D approach. But we found no research really con-

centrating on the visualization of aligned biological networks in general using the

different ideas existing. Thus, the approaches were all able to visualize the aspects,

that were needed in the single cases but no approach is able to completely deal with

aligned protein interaction networks. A detailed review on these approaches includ-

ing a discussion on the usability, the advantages and disadvantages can be found in

Chapter 3.

We also found, that up to now no approach for the visualization of the evolution of

biological networks across species exists. Although today data in this field is available

and visualization systems are needed to analyze these data. And analyzing this data

is needed for a deeper understanding of the evolution of the biological networks,

that rule the life. Also in the graph drawing community the problem of the visual

comparison of different graphs is known [6] but they seem to be not aware of the

problem of visualizing the evolution of network alignments and their evolution as a

next step. Thus, we hopefully make the scientists in this field of research be aware

of this new challenge.

For developing a systematic approach for the visualization of network alignment and

evolution data, we decided to analyze the structure of the data first. As network

data is mostly understood as graphs and as this concept is very clear and easy to

understand, we decided to also try to understand the alignment and the evolution

data as graphs. Graphs consist of entities and relationships between those entities. In

the case of protein interaction networks the entities are clearly the proteins and the

relationships are the interactions between the proteins. For the alignment data also

the proteins are the entities, but there are more relations, the interactions and the

orthology between proteins from different species, and the paralogy between proteins
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from the same species. Additionally the proteins belong to different species thus, they

have to carry an attribute, the species they belong to. In this way alignment data

can still be understood as a graph, but a more complex one.

For the network evolution data it is again a little more complex. The entities are

again the proteins, but here not only the proteins from the recent species, but also

the proteins from the ancestor species. The relations are the interactions, the orthol-

ogy, the paralogy and additionally the ancestor relation, describing which proteins

are direct ancestors or direct successors in the evolution. As for alignment data, the

proteins also need another attribute, the species they belong to, where here also

the common ancestors are species. Based on these ideas we defined protein inter-

action network alignment and evolution data graph theoretically and simplified it

a little, as not all the information explained here is really needed. Some of the in-

formation is already hidden in some other parts. Thus we gave a complete graph

theoretical understanding of this kind of data, that is consistent and includes lots

of biological features. This theory allowed us to find visualization techniques and

layout algorithms following different requirements.

As explained, the graph theoretical understanding of the data allowed us to system-

atically investigate the data’s structure and find adequate visualization algorithms.

As further basis for this work also our review on the existing approaches helped a

lot, as the existing ideas could be used. We developed a visualization for alignment

data using a 2.5D setting with each network in a different layer on top of each other,

that is able to handle also sets of paralogs in a pleasing way. This was a problem so

far. This visualization allows some interaction with it and some filtering of the data

to easier gain more insight into the data.

For the network evolution data we also developed a visualization based on some

ideas from the alignment visualization and some ideas coming from the dynamic

graph drawing, which deals with the visualization of changing graphs. The visual-

ization mainly consists of an overview of the complete data set, which is also used

as a navigator for the data. Selected networks can be shown as an alignment with

all the possibilities we developed for the alignments, and the evolution of the se-

lected networks can also be shown as an animation of evolving alignments, which

is useful to visualize the dynamics of evolution. Again our visualization approach

allows some filtering and interaction techniques. All the graph theoretical basis and

the development of the visualization approaches for the alignment and the evolution

data is described in Chapter 4.

The development of the visualization approach and some thoughts on the data
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structure and on the concept of the mental map yielded an idea for a layout algorithm

for network alignment data. Based on this one we also developed a layout algorithm

for protein interaction network evolution data. In both the basic idea is to define

a collapsed graph for the complete data set, which then can be laid out as usual

in 2D. For 2D graph layout many standard graph layout algorithms are available.

Thus, in the layout computation we do not even have to think of a third dimension,

although we are using it in the visualization. The idea for the collapsed graph is

to join all orthologous proteins across species and time into one node. The edges

in the collapsed graph are derived from the edges between the sets of paralogous

proteins in all species. In addition to the development of the collapsed graph, we

also developed an energy function for punishing undesired layout properties adapted

especially to this collapsed graph coming from alignment or evolution data. This

energy function can be optimized by an optimization algorithm, we decided to use

simulated annealing. Thus, we also present one special layout algorithm for laying

out alignment as well as evolution data. Our layout algorithm including the layout

algorithm for the paralogs is explained in Chapter 5.

We used all the visualization techniques and layout algorithms developed for the

implementation of a software system called VENLO (Visualization of Evolving

Networks with Layout Optimization). To our knowledge this is the first visual-

ization system for protein interaction network evolution data supporting different

filtering and interaction techniques and the comparison of different networks. Addi-

tionally the system allows the exploration of protein interaction network alignment

data. It uses 3D graphics and works at interactive rates for a fast navigation in the

data even for the complex evolution data. The software can be found under www.

math-inf.uni-greifswald.de/VENLO. Two scenarios for the use of the software

are described in Chapter 7. Both scenarios are using real world protein interaction

network data. One is showing the visualization and exploration of alignment data

and the other one shows the handling of evolution data. In Chapter 6 some technical

information on the software, the file format and also a manual can be found.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 2

Biological Background

Before we start explaining the visualization of biological networks, alignments and

the evolution of biological networks, some biological background is needed. The

reader needs to know about proteins, protein interaction networks, their evolution

and about the alignment of networks. All these things are interesting research objects

in modern biology and medicine.

2.1 Protein Interaction Networks

Proteins are linear polymers built from more than 20 different building blocks called

amino acids. The sequence of amino acids in a protein is defined by the sequence

of a gene. The sequence is encoded in its genetic code. Parts of a protein that are

found conserved in many other proteins too are called domains; these domains are

usually responsible for the protein interactions.

Protein interactions are transient or permanent connections between proteins, they

are important for many biological phenomena such as signaling, transcriptional reg-

ulation, and multi-enzyme complexes. They are explained by molecular adhesive

forces between parts of the proteins (domains) which in turn can be tracked down

to the atomic level.

The knowledge of protein interaction networks gives a deeper insight in biological

function or in diseases like cancer. Therefore, lot of research is done to detect pro-

tein interactions and several biochemical, physical, and theoretical methods where

invented. All these methods have advantages and disadvantages and they might pro-

duce different kinds of mistakes. Thus, there is always an uncertainty within protein

interaction data. Furthermore, because of the large effort for detecting complete

CHAPTER 2. BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
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protein interaction networks, this is only done for some species. For most species

the protein interaction networks are unknown or very incompletely known.

2.2 The Evolution of Protein Interaction Net-

works

Biological networks change over time, like all in nature. This ongoing change is called

evolution. Interaction networks evolve by the loss and gain of proteins and interac-

tions. Biologists assume that the complex networks interconnecting the components

of an organism such as a human being are, like all of life, the result of a more or

less gradual evolutionary process of descent with modification. Emergence of biolog-

ical complexity is nevertheless poorly understood, and a deeper understanding is of

utmost importance.

As understanding the evolution of networks is very interesting, lots of research

is done on this topic. Algorithms for growing networks (evolving protein interac-

tion networks) where developed and could be compared with the existing real net-

work data and therefore, be verified. There exist different models to describe the

growth of protein interaction networks, such as the duplication-mutation mecha-

nism [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] or the linear preferential attachment [13]. The duplication-

mutation mechanism uses the duplication and divergence of the genes, which produce

the proteins, to model the protein interaction networks. In this class there are nev-

ertheless several differences, such as the duplication-mutation-complementation [7]

which thinks that a duplication partner, where the other one lost a function (inter-

action) is essential for the organism and therefore preserved. For example random

mutation is included in the approach by Sole et al. [8]. Another approach is to

take into account the protein binding sites and the influence of the domains for

the genome duplication [12]. The idea of the preferential attachment does not use

the underlying genome, it is a pure network growth algorithm believing, that new

vertices are preferentially attached (do preferentially interact with) vertices, that

already have a lot of edges. Therefore, it is also known as the rich get richer. Some

of these approaches where compared by Middendorf et al. [14] with the real network

data for fly (Drosophila melanogaster) and they found, that a duplication-mutation

algorithm [7] produced the best results.

No matter which approach is used for modeling the network evolution and therfore,

no matter how the real network evolution is managed, the concrete steps in the

CHAPTER 2. BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
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evolution of a network stay the same. The most simple kind of evolutionary scenario

yielding a complex interaction network is depicted in Figure 2.1. A single protein

a) c)

b)

d) d’)

Figure 2.1: Evolution of a protein-protein interaction network. A single pro-
tein a) duplicates and a small interaction network is built up b). For some
time the network grows more complex as depicted in c). A speciation event
splits the line of descent into two lineages d) and d’), that are evolving inde-
pendently thereafter.

without any interaction partners except itself is the most simple network (Figure 2.1

a). This protein is duplicated (by duplication of the underlying genomic material,

i.e. the gene), and we observe two identical proteins that interact with each other

(Figure 2.1 b). Evolution goes on, and the proteins become gradually different in

shape and function, and we observe a small network of two distinct proteins re-

lated by duplication; they are called paralogs, and inherited interactions are called

paralogous. Further duplications give rise to a more complex network of paralogs

(Figure 2.1 c); note that some interactions were lost after duplication. Assume that

we have followed the evolution of our proteins and their network up to the common

ancestor of, for example, human and fly. After speciation1, entities evolve differently

in the two lineages of descent that yield the two different species (Figure 2.1 d and

d’). The proteins related by speciation are called orthologs and the inherited inter-

actions and the networks themselves are called orthologous. Conservation of protein

interactions across species has been observed in many cases [15, 16, 17], for example

1Speciation can be understood by considering one population of identical individuals with iden-
tical protein interactions, that is divided into two subpopulations which thus evolve independently,
staying identical within the subpopulation.
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for the transcriptional network which regulates the development of the heart. It is

regulated by interactions which have been conserved at least since the last common

ancestor of human and fly [18]. By comparing the networks of many species, their

ancestral core network can be estimated.

The complexity of evolution data is shown in Figure 2.2. Here only one small ex-

ample of protein network evolution is shown, but nevertheless it is hard to read the

information out of the figure and it would be impossible to find anything in larger

examples.
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Figure 2.2: A small example of network evolution consisting of two gene
trees and three time points. The straight lines are the edges of the gene
trees and the colored dots are the proteins. Therefore, the straight lines
show which protein evolved from which ancestor protein. The colors of the
proteins indicate the species, they belong to, and the curved lines are the
protein interactions.

2.3 Alignments of Protein Interaction Networks

Even today we do not know how precisely the protein interaction networks of life

evolved. However, due to a lot of experimental work we know more and more protein

interaction networks, or at least parts of them, for different species living today.

Additionally, we know for many proteins in different species that they are orthologs,
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and for many proteins in the same species that they are paralogs2. Therefore, we

are able to align protein interaction networks. A network alignment for a number

of networks from different species specifies which nodes (representing the proteins)

in one network correspond to (i.e. are orthologous to) which nodes in the other

networks. This correspondence may be one to one, or it may relate a set of paralogs in

one species to an orthologous set of paralogs in another species. A graph theoretical

definition will be given in Chapter 4. More precisely, we view proteins from one

species to be paralogous if they evolved by duplication after the speciation event

splitting the last common ancestor. Two proteins in one species that evolved from

the same protein are not understood as paralogous if they were already distinct

proteins in the protein interaction network of the last common ancestor. In other

words, we take the last speciation event as the reference point. For more than two

networks the reference point is the last speciation event of the common ancestor of

all aligned species. In Figure 2.1 d’) the white and the black protein are paralogs

as they both evolved from the one black protein in a). But with respect to the

alignment we do not understand them as paralogs, as they where already distinct

proteins in the common ancestor of d) and d’) shown in Figure 2.1 c). For the two

networks in Figure 2.1 d) and d’) the alignment is shown in Figure 2.3.

In a recent strand of research several groups have begun to systematically com-

pare interaction networks between organisms, and the network of one organism

with itself [19]. In the first case, orthologous subnetworks are inferred, as described

above. Paralogous subnetworks can be detected in the second case. In particular,

the PathBlast tool [20] can detect orthologous paths in two networks. More recently,

PathBlast has been extended to align more than two network paths simultaneously,

and for non-linear substructures [21]. Another network alignment approach called

“Local Graph Aligner” was developed based on a spin model [22]. In another ap-

proach networks are not aligned by their graph structure, they are aligned based on

modeling the evolution of the networks from a common ancestral protein interaction

network using Bayesian methodology [23].

Biologists are not only faced with protein interaction networks but with many other

kinds of biological networks including regulatory ones that involve DNA-protein

interaction and directed edges, and metabolic ones that include small metabolites

2Note that paralogs and orthologs are defined with respect to a reference point. In Figure 2.1 d)
all proteins are paralogous with reference to the original protein in Figure 2.1 a). However, taking
the proteins in Figure 2.1 c) as reference, the grey and the white protein as well as the blue proteins
in Figure 2.1 d)/d’) are paralogs. Reference points are defined by the set of proteins existing at a
specific time.
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Figure 2.3: Alignment of two protein interaction networks. In each ellipse
the network of one species is shown, where the black, solid lines indicate the
interactions between the proteins. The dashed blue lines show the alignment
relation, i.e., two proteins connected by a dashed blue line are orthologous.
Considering the transition from c) to d) and d’) in Figure 2.1, the white/grey
and blue paralogs are orthologous to the same protein in the other species.

as nodes. These networks are also related by evolution and can be aligned. There-

fore, visualization techniques developed for aligned protein interaction networks and

theire evolution can also be used for these other kinds of biological networks. In the

regulatory networks, the direction of the edges has to be added to the visualiza-

tion . Furthermore, it is theoretically possible, that the direction of an edge might

change in the course of evolution. Such cases are extremely rare and therefore, would

have to be strongly highlighted in the visualization. In metabolic networks, for the

metabolites, there is no straightforward way to estimate a phylogenetic history of

them. Such a history is not necessary either, assuming that constancy is likely true

for very long periods of time. Thus, a metabolite would be modeled as a node, that

does not duplicate.

Analysis of all kinds of networks will gain importance, in particular in biomedicine.

After all, complex diseases must be tackled nowadays: cancer, arteriosclerosis and

dementia are all multifactorial. They all have their cause in the interplay of a multi-
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tude of factors, many of which corresponding to networks gone out of order. In this

context, comprehensive visualization can be a trigger of medical progress.

2.4 Key Questions

For aligned protein interaction networks of different species, biologists are particu-

larly keen on having means to answer the following questions:

• What is the conserved core of the alignment, i.e., its most ancestral part?

• What are the cores of the underlying pairwise alignments?

• What is new in each network?

Finding the core of an alignment consisting of orthologous proteins in all species

that share the same interactions, yields the suggestion that these proteins are re-

sponsible for the same biological process and have the same function. This insight

allows biologists to predict some protein properties from aligned protein interaction

networks [24]. Furthermore, the core of an alignment is a good estimate for the

network of the last common ancestor of the species involved.

The pairwise cores are good estimates for the last common ancestor network of two

species. Hence, they should be explored for the networks of two species that are close

in the species tree. Detection of pairwise cores can help biologists to reconstruct the

evolution of parts of the protein interaction network.

Newly developed parts in a protein interaction network are usually assumed to

represent new functionality, that did not exist before. After being identified, these

new parts may afterwards be subject to further investigations.

Network comparison should allow the biologists to find putative errors in one of

the networks, or in the alignment. One hint for an error (mostly an error in the

underlying databases) could be an edge existing only in one of the species, and the

user can have a closer look at it, trying to find out where this edge comes from and

whether this interaction really exists.

Evolution in general as well as the evolution of biological networks is very complex

and not fully understood, even though biologists today know which basic concepts

of evolution exist (duplication, speciation etc.). Therefore, they are interested in

finding common patterns in the evolution of networks. With this background several

important questions one wants to answer are:
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• Are there unexpected events in the data that indicate mistakes in the recon-

struction software or even in the model used for the reconstruction?

• Which rules are predominant in the evolution of interaction networks? For ex-

ample, can we identify frequent cases of preferential attachment [13], where the

proteins with the largest number of interactions obtain even more interaction

partners?

In general, the biologists want to learn how complex systems of interacting entities

evolve, and we wish to support this goal with our visualization system.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter we review the related work on the visualization of aligned networks

and their evolution. We already published main parts of this review [25].

The representation of biological networks such as protein interaction networks as

graphs is intuitive and very common. For a protein interaction network the proteins

can be represented as vertices of a graph and the interactions as edges of the graph.

Therefore, visualizing biological networks is a special subject of graph drawing which

is a well-studied field on its own [6] and in the information visualization [26].

The layout of a graph is most important for its presentation because it determines

the human perception of the graph [27]. In the field of graph drawing one is gener-

ally interested in optimizing the layout of the graph with respect to some properties

and constraints. Many different approaches exist, depending on the properties of

the graph or on the information one wants to visually extract or highlight. Graphs

are most commonly drawn using a planar layout where the edges are straight lines,

orthogonal lines [28, 29], octilinear lines [30], or curved lines in any style and the

vertices are represented by geometric primitives. For laying out graphs one is gen-

erally interested in automatically computing the layouts as this is usually faster

than laying them out manually. For automated graph drawing plenty of algorithms

exist [31].

Probably the most prominent approach to layout a graph is given by the family

of force-directed algorithms [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. The goal of these algorithms

is to group interconnected edges together and to spatially separate non-connected

nodes. Therefore, these algorithms iteratively compute a layout based on repelling

and attracting forces between the nodes. The advantage of these algorithms is their

flexibility, i. e. the possibility to define the forces according to a special design goal,
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which makes these algorithms suitable for many different graphs in diverse applica-

tions.

Another iterative graph layout approach is to define an energy function which penal-

izes undesired properties of the layout. This layout function is minimized by using

an optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing, iteratively approaching a

minimum of the energy function [32], which iteratively improves the layout.

Even within the field of biology, a wide range of graph layout algorithms are being

used as can be seen in the numerous visualization tools for biological networks such

as Cytoscape [38], ProViz [39], VisANT [40], or VANTED [41].

Within our task we are not only dealing with aligned networks, but with the evo-

lution of aligned networks. This is a more complex version of the visualization

of evolving graphs. Several approaches for so-called dynamic graph drawing ex-

ist [42, 43, 44, 45]. Additionally the ideas of evolving graphs can also be related to

the layout of aligned graphs. The split representation of evolving graphs, i.e., each

time step is shown in a separate drawing window, corresponds to the “side by side”

layout and the merged representation, i.e., all time steps integrated into one drawing

window, corresponds to the “all in one” layout (both types will be explained in this

chapter). Some dynamic graph drawing approaches also consider a 2.5D approach

with each time step drawn in a separate layer where the layers are placed on top of

each other [46, 47].

There exists to our knowledge only one approach for the visualization of network

evolution across different species [48], which will be explained later.

3.1 Layout Requirements

In general there exist two main approaches of visualizing networks, in a node link dia-

gram or in a matrix representation. In a node link diagram the nodes of the networks

are represented by geometrical primitives such as points, circles, or squares and the

edges between the nodes are drawn as lines or curves connecting the geometric prim-

itives representing the nodes. The advantage of such a graphical representation is,

that this supports the human perception of networks as entities that are connected.

Furthermore is the node link diagram very often used, such that many people are

used to this representation. A disadvantage are the edge crossings, that occur in

many graph drawings and the relatively huge space usage for the visualization.

In the matrix representation a matrix Aij represents the network, where the entry
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(i, j) is 0 if there is no edge connecting the nodes i and j and 1 if there is an edge. This

approach is somehow more abstract and for many people harder to understand. The

user usually need to learn the process of understanding this kind of visualization.

But here no edge crossings occur and the structure, also for larger graphs, might be

shown very clear.

Also an approach to combine both the node link and the matrix representation

exists [49].

Most people and also most biologists are more used to the node link representation

of a network and therefore, this is usually used for laying out biological networks

and their alignments.

To decide how to produce a layout or to decide which layout is good and which is

bad we have to discuss the requirements such a layout of alignments should meet.

For node link diagrams there are some widely used criteria for the quality of the

diagram such as the following:

• All nodes should be clearly separated,

• nodes connected by an edge should be placed nearby each other to prevent

edges that are too long,

• edge crossings should be minimized, and

• the available space should be used in an optimal way.

An alignment of networks is not simply a network and therefore, some special re-

quirements for its layout should be defined. An alignment is a set of proteins with

three relations, a) each protein belongs to exactly one species, b) the protein inter-

actions (only between proteins of the same species), and c) the orthology relation

(between proteins of different species). It is often useful to think of different single

networks, the protein interaction networks of the single species, and the orthology

relation between these networks. In the following we will use this understanding, but

one has to keep in mind, that also the species a protein belongs to is one relation

that has to be visualized.

Each alignment consists of several biological networks which are of interest by them-

selves. This means for the visualization, that the single networks and the structure of

the single networks should be obvious and easily identified and the networks should

be clearly distinguishable. Nevertheless the alignment relationship, that is which
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nodes and edges in one network correspond to which nodes and edges in the other

networks, is very important and has to be shown clearly as well. This leads to the

following formulation of requirements for the layout and visualization of alignments.

• The structure of individual networks should be easily identifiable,

• individual networks should be clearly separated, especially the species a protein

belongs to should be visible,

• alignment relations, i.e., which nodes and links are corresponding to which

nodes and links in the other networks, should be shown in a visually intuitive

manner.

Biologists are further interested in identifying the core of an alignment. The core of

an alignment is the common subnetwork of each of the single networks, where the

aligned nodes are simply equated, see Chapter 4.2 for a more detailed explanation.

This gives insight into the evolution of the networks because the core of an alignment

is the same in all species and therefore it is a good candidate for the part of the

network that is kept during evolution.

The data representing the evolution of networks is already described in Section 2

and it is obviously more complex than alignment data. Nevertheless, for the single

alignments, that are contained in the data, the same requirements should be met,

as described above. Additionally, now the alignments existing in the different time

points are also interconnected, which should be visualized clearly. Because of the

complexity of the data, the visualization should be able to give an overview of the

complete dataset as well as detailed views of the single parts of interest. This leads

to the following formulation of requirements.

• A comprehensible overview of the complete dataset should be provided,

• filtered views of selected alignments of each time point or of different time

points should be provided,

• the process of network evolution should not only be shown statically, but also

as a process of changing networks.
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3.2 Visualization of Network Alignments

Each approach for laying out aligned networks deals with the problem to lay out

several networks and additional inter-network relationships, given by the alignment

itself. Basically, aligned networks can be understood as a large network with two

types of edges, the edges within the networks, representing the interactions, and the

edges connecting nodes of different networks, representing the alignment relation.

This graph could be laid out with standard algorithms and the two types of edges

could be separated by color. This approach would not be satisfactory because the

single networks would be completely mixed into one network and neither the struc-

ture of the single networks nor the matching of nodes and edges could be seen here.

In the literature today better approaches are used.

3.2.1 “Side by Side”

An intuitive approach is to visualize the single networks side by side and to draw

edges connecting the aligned nodes. The separation of the single networks in the

visualization helps, because these single networks are valuable in themselves. The

additional edges connecting the aligned nodes however decrease the readability of the

visualization because of the large amount of such edges. One approach to avoid this

problem is to draw aligned nodes on a single horizontal line. This allows to ignore

the additional edges in the drawing, which makes the layout much clearer. Various

examples can be found in the literature [50, 51, 20] and a layout constructed with

this approach is shown in Figure 3.1. In some cases (e.g. for two or more paralogous

Figure 3.1: The “side by side” approach with orthologous proteins on one
horizontal line and therefore without additional edges. The example shows
an alignment of protein interaction networks of fly (D. melanogaster), yeast
(S. cerevisiae), and rat (R. norwegicus) [50].
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proteins) it might be better for the layout of the single networks not to force nodes on

a certain horizontal line but to allow them to vary a little. For the aligned nodes that

are not directly on one horizontal line, it sometimes is be better to connect them by

additional edges to show their alignment relation. For this modified approach [52]

an example is shown in Figure 3.2. A slightly different approach [21, 19, 5] is to

Figure 3.2: The modified version of the “side by side” approach, using some
additional edges for the alignment relation. The example shows an alignment
of protein interaction networks of yeast (left) and fly (right) [52].

draw the aligned nodes on nearly, but not exactly, the same relative position in the

networks, i. e., not on one single horizontal line. Again the additional edges showing

the alignment relationship have to be drawn. An example is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The “side by side” approach with aligned nodes on nearly the
same relative positions, but not exactly on one horizontal line. Additionally
each pair of orthologous proteins is connected by an edge. This example
shows aligned protein interaction networks of yeast, worm, and fly (from left
to right) [21].

3.2.2 “All in One”

Another approach is to draw all the aligned networks in one node link diagram where

the aligned nodes of the different networks are drawn as one node. Labels show to
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which networks these nodes belong. A problem occurs with the edges because one

edge in the visualization represents n potential edges in the n single networks, one

edge might exist in one network or not and the edge drawn in the visualization must

show to which networks it belongs and to which it does not. This is a large amount of

information to be attached to the edges. Examples for this kind of visualization can

be found in the literature [4, 3]. Figure 3.4 shows two examples using this approach.

A more theoretical access to this approach uses the metagraph concept [53]. Here

Figure 3.4: Examples for the “all in one” approach where labels show which
nodes of the single networks are represented by one drawn node and type
and/or color of the edges explain edge properties. Both examples show an
alignment of protein interaction networks of yeast and fly [4, 3].

metanodes are defined each consisting of aligned nodes and metaedges connecting

the metanodes. These metaedges represent edges of the single networks. The idea is

a dynamic layout where the metaedge might be substituted by the single edges that

are represented by it or where the metanode might be restricted to just the nodes of

some of the single networks. By navigating and interacting, different layouts of the

network might be produced. A toy example showing this idea is given in Figure 3.5.

3.2.3 2.5D Layout

Another approach that combines some of the advantages of both classes is given

by using 2.5D layouts [54], where the individual networks are laid out in 2D and

the relationship of the entities is implied by drawing all 2D layouts simultaneously

using the third dimension and by placing corresponding entities on top of each

other. Schreiber [55] used such an approach for the comparison of different biological

networks in the context of metabolic pathways as seen in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: A toy example of the idea for a more general “all in one” approach
using the metagraph concept with different possible views of the aligned
networks [53]. Figure a) shows only the metanodes without any edges and b)
- d) show projections to the single networks

As shown, different approaches for visualizing aligned networks exist and are used

in the literature. Roughly these approaches can be classified into three types “side

by side”, “all in one” and the 2.5D layout. The advantage of all types of approaches

is, that for the layout computation traditional algorithms can be used, maybe with

some constraints. The advantages and disadvantages will be discussed in detail in

the following sections.

3.2.4 “Side by Side”

This approach, without drawing the additional edges for the alignment, forces the

layout of the single networks to be longish in the vertical direction because the

aligned nodes must lie on one horizontal line and no other nodes must lie there.

This is no problem for small networks like in Figure 3.1, but it produces no pleasing

layouts for larger networks because of the loss of freedom for the layout computa-

tions. An advantage is obviously the smaller number of edges which also causes less

edge crossings. The aligned nodes can be observed easily and also the visualization

of paralogous nodes is no problem. Nevertheless it is hard to recognize the specific

structure of the alignment or of the core because it is hard to observe conserved
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Figure 3.6: An example showing the 2.5D layout of metabolic pathways by
Brandes et al. [55].

edges in the networks.

The modified approach shown in Figure 3.2 with some additional edges allows more

freedom for the layout of the single networks and improves this layout but it causes

some inter-network edges which are usually very long.

The best layout for the single networks of an alignment with the “side by side”

approach is achieved by the approach with free positions for the nodes but with

the aligned nodes roughly on one relative position. A problem occurring is the huge

amount of additional edges as can be seen in Figure 3.3 and therefore, also the

increasing number of edge crossings. Additionally identifying the aligned nodes is

harder with this layout than with the other “side by side” approaches. Nevertheless

this approach is able to handle also larger networks and like all “side by side”

approaches it handles paralogous nodes.

3.2.5 “All in One”

The approach of drawing all aligned networks in one graph allows the user to easily

see the core of the networks. But two major problems exist, namely, how to draw

the edges, and how to visualize the paralogs. For the edges the question is how to
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encode the type of the edge. For two networks there are three possibilities: an edge

may exist in a) both networks, b) only in the first, or c) only in the second network.

For three networks there are already seven cases and for n networks there are 2n −1

cases. Obviously it is not possible to visualize all these cases with simple approaches

like color coding. The problem with the paralogs arises because only one node per

network is aligned with at most one node in the other network. Just spelling out the

different paralogous nodes in this one node in the visualization is not satisfactory

because these nodes are also connected by individual edges. The metagraph concept

gives the possibility to account for this ”subnetwork of paralogs” problem. Another

problem occurs if there are more than two networks in one alignment, because each

node then stands for more than two nodes in the original networks and therefore

has got more than two labels. A possible solution is again the concept of metanodes

consisting of orthologs and subnetworks of paralogs. These potentially very large

metanodes consisting of several small networks, this will also be a problem for good

visualizations. Nevertheless there is merit in the approach using the metagraph con-

cept enabling user interaction with the network and filtering of certain information.

Because of the complex structure of aligned networks filtering might give a deep

insight.

3.2.6 2.5D Layout

The approach drawing the single networks in equidistant layers on top of each other

is quite appropriate for the visualization of aligned biological networks. The layout

of the single networks is restricted by placing the aligned nodes on the same 2D

positions but it is not restricted to such longish layouts as for the “side by side”

approach. Obviously no additional edges are needed to visualize the alignment rela-

tion, what produces clearer layouts. Although Schreiber only showed this approach

for metabolic pathways in a KEGG [56] like layout. As the main difference to pro-

tein interaction networks are just the existence of different types of entities in the

network, the additional existence of metabolites, this approach can be generalized

to other biological networks.The However, it does not support the visualization of

paralogous proteins.
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3.3 Visualization of Evolving Networks

In each time point of the evolution there is an alignment of networks, therefore it is

important to have pleasant layouts for the network alignments, which is discussed

before.

Within our task we are not only dealing with aligned networks, but with the evo-

lution of aligned networks, thus, there is an additional relation, the ancestry of

the proteins. This is a more complex version of the problem of visualizing evolving

graphs. Several approaches for so-called dynamic graph drawing exist [42, 43, 44, 45].

Additionally the ideas of evolving graphs can also be related to the layout of aligned

graphs. The split representation of evolving graphs, i.e., each time step is shown in a

separate drawing window, corresponds to the “side by side” layout and the merged

representation, i.e., all time steps integrated into one drawing window, corresponds

to the “all in one” layout. Some dynamic graph drawing approaches also consider a

2.5D approach with each time step drawn in a separate layer where the layers are

placed on top of each other [46, 47].

For the cytoscape software [38], there exists one plugin named NetworkEvolution

pluging [48], which is designed for the ”comparison of networks across different

species”. This software lays out networks of several species across time, each in a

single widget. The layout algorithm seems to use the ideas from the “side by side”

approach and places the orthologous proteins at the same positions. Additionally

the ancestor proteins in networks from earlier time points are also placed at the

same positions. This allows an easy spotting of proteins connected by evolution.

To view the different networks together, the different widgets have to be placed

nicely on the screen and the interconnection between these networks is not visible.

Furthermore, this technique will have problems with visualizing larger networks each

in a single widget.

What is important in visualizing evolving graphs is to trace the evolution of the

single nodes, what is often called the mental map [57]. For the visualization of

evolving graphs, it is even more important, because the users does not only want

to trace nodes (proteins) from time point to time point but also across different

networks.

Another point is to include the connection between the different networks, as they

might be networks of different species, and also from different time points. Never-

theless, it should be possible to include all the networks into one image and not only

view them as single networks.
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Chapter 4

Graph-based Approach for

Interactive Visualization of

Evolving Network Alignments

Basically the alignment and the evolution data we are dealing with consists of enti-

ties, the proteins, and relations between them, like protein interactions, orthology or

ancestry. For dealing with data consisting of entities with relations, graphs are widely

used, where the entities are mapped to the nodes and the relations are mapped to

the edges. For explaining how we are using graphs in connection with the evolution

and the alignment of networks, we want to first give some graph theoretical back-

ground. Afterwards we will describe the data representation as graphs and have a

closer look at these representations.

Based on these representation and also based on the results of the review of the

related work, we will develop a visualization for the alignment and evolution data.

The different techniques used in our software are explained in this chapter.

4.1 Graph-Theoretical Background

For giving some theoretical background on graphs, we start with the following

Definition 1. A graph G is a pair (V,E) of a set V of vertices and a set E ⊂

{{v, w}|v, w ∈ V } of edges, which are 2-element subsets of V .

A subgraph G′ = (V ′, E ′) of G = (V,E) is a graph with vertices V ′ ⊂ V and edges

E ′ ⊂ E.
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Remark 1. • Within our work we do not allow multiple edges, therefore each

edge exists at most once in a graph.

• Furthermore the edges are undirected, therefore they are defined as 2-element

subsets and not as ordered pairs.

In the following we will sometimes talk about graphs with two types of edges, which

is defined as follows.

Definition 2. A graph with two types of edges is a graph G = (V,E1, E2) with a set

of vertices V , and two sets of edges E1, E2, with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅.

Remark 2. For such graphs with two types of edges exist two natural subgraphs,

those, consisting of all vertices but only with edges of one type. These two natural

subgraphs G1, G2 for a graph G = (V,E1, E2) are defined as G1 = (V,E1) and

G2 = (V,E2). We will call the edges from E1 edges of type 1 and those from E2 of

type 2.

Because special subgraphs are often of interest, we now define another naturally

existing subgraph, a connected component. Therefore, another definition is needed.

Definition 3. For a graph G = (V,E) a path between two nodes v, w ∈ V is a tuple

of vertices (v0, . . . , vn) , {v0, . . . , vn} ⊂ V , with the following properties

1. v0 = v, and vn = w

2. ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} : {vi, vi+1} ∈ E .

The length of a path (v0, . . . , vn) is n, the number of edges on this path. In

the following we will call two nodes v, w ∈ V connected, iff there exists a path

(v, v1, . . . , vn−1, w) between them.

Definition 4. A connected component of a graph G = (V,E) is a subgraph G′ =

(V ′, E ′) of G with the following properties for V ′ ⊂ V and E ′ ⊂ E

1. for all (v, w) ∈ V ′ × V ′ exists a path in G′ connecting them,

2. for all (v, w) ∈ V ′ × (V \ V ′) exists no path in G connecting them.

A special type of graph that is widely used in different sciences and that we will also

use is a tree, which is defined in the following.

Definition 5. A cycle in a graph G = (V,E) is a path (v0, . . . , vn) with v0 = vn.
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Definition 6. • A forest is a graph without cycles.

• A tree is a connected graph without cycles.

• A rooted tree/forest is a tree/forest with one designated vertex/ one designated

vertex per connected component, called the root.

• The depth of a vertex v in a rooted tree/forest with root r (in the respective

connected component) is the length of the path from v to r.

We use graphs for representing the given data and are interested in visualizing

these graphs to visualize the data represented by them. Therefore, we will also talk

about representations of graphs. There exist two main representations, the matrix

representation and the node link diagram, which are defined as follows.

Definition 7. A matrix representation of a graph G = (V,E) is a |V | × |V |-Matrix

M with entries from {0, 1}. Let V = {v1, . . . , v|V |}, the matrix elements are defined

as

mij =

{

0 iff {vi, vj} 6∈ V

1 iff {vi, vj} ∈ V .

Definition 8. A node link diagram of a graph G = (V,E) is a graphical represen-

tation of the graph in the plane or in some other space. Each node is represented

by a geometric primitive, a point, a circle etc., in the plane and an edge {v, w} ∈ E

is represented by a curve in the plane connecting the nodes v and w.

In the following, we will understand node link diagrams as embeddings in the plane

and not in any other space.

Both representations do provide some freedom. For the matrix representation the

enumeration of the nodes can be chosen freely and strongly influences the amount

of information the reader immediately gets. In the node link diagram the positions

for the nodes can be chosen and the kind of curve used for the edges can also be

chosen, as well as the colors and the types of the nodes. To show node link diagrams

in general and the influence of the selection of the node positions on the readability,

we will give a small example in Figure 4.1. How exactly the node positions affect

the readability will be investigated later on.

4.2 Alignments and Evolution as Graphs

As already mentioned, alignments and evolution data are from an abstract point

of view just entities with relations. Therefore, we can represent them as graphs.
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Figure 4.1: Small example graph represented as node link diagram with two
different layouts. On both sides the same graph is shown, same node color
indicates the same node. The layout on the left hand side includes many edge
crossings and does not show the structure of the graph. The layout example
on the right hand side in contrast to the other example shows the structure
very clearly.

The nodes of the graph represent the entities and the edges represent the relations.

Explaining how exactly we do this for the alignment and the evolution is the topic

of this section. We describe this for the alignment first.

Definition 9. The graph representation of an alignment of n protein interaction

networks is a pair (G, s) of a graph G = (V,E1, E2) with two types of edges and

a function s : V → S, where S is a set with n elements. In V there is exactly

one vertex for each protein in the alignment independent of the species this protein

belongs to. An edge {v, w} for the two proteins v, w ∈ V exists if

• there exists a protein interaction between v and w, {v, w} ∈ E1 or

• v and w are orthologous proteins, {v, w} ∈ E2.

The set S consists of the n species names and s maps each protein in V to the

species name of the species it belongs to.

Remark 3 (well-definition). To see that this graph representation of an alignment

is well defined, we have to show that E1 and E2 are disjoint edge sets and that s is

well defined. For the first we have to show that no edge belongs to both E1 and E2.

Assume the edge {v, w} ∈ E1 and {v, w} ∈ E2, this would mean the proteins v and

w interact and are orthologs. Because they interact, both are proteins in the same
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species but in this case they are not orthologous, as described in Chapter 2, which

leads to a contradiction. The well-definition of s is clear, as each protein belongs to

exactly one species.

We will now look where the different biological properties of the alignment can

be found in the graph representation. One interesting part are the single protein

interaction networks of the single species.

Remark 4. Obviously a connected component in G1 consists only of proteins of one

species, but the protein interaction network of a single species is not necessarily

a connected component in G1. Therefore, the function s is necessary in our graph

representation, because this defines the protein interaction networks of the single

species simply as the pre image of the respective species name.

Remark 5. A connected component of G2 consists of proteins that share the same

common ancestor and are therefore orthologous, if they are in different species, or

paralogous if they are in the same species.

The evolution of biological networks is generally more complex than the alignment

of networks as at each point of time in the evolution there is an alignment of net-

works. In the evolution of networks the entities are also the proteins in the single

networks. One type of relation between them is also the protein-protein interaction.

The other type of relation is the “ancestor relation”, saying which protein is the

direct ancestor of which other protein. Thus it is analogously clear, how we can

describe the evolution of networks as a graph.

Definition 10. The graph representation of the evolution of networks is a pair (G, s)

of a graph G = (V,E1, E2) with two types of edges and a function s : V → S, where

S is a finite set. V consists of exactly one vertex for each protein in the evolution

data. An edge (v, w) for v, w ∈ V exists, if

• a protein interaction between v and w exists, {v, w} ∈ E1 or

• v is the direct ancestor of w or vice versa, {v, w} ∈ E2.

The set S consists of the species names of all extant species and also of all ancestor

species involved in this evolution data set. The function s maps each protein in V

to the species name of the species it belongs to.

Remark 6 (well-definition). This graph representation for the evolution data of bi-

ological networks is well-defined, as each edge always belong to exactly one type
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and the function s is also well-defined. Assume there is an edge belonging to both

types, meaning it represents a protein interaction and an ancestor relation. In this

case both proteins must belong to the same species, as they interact and therefore,

none of them is the ancestor of the other one, which leads to a contradiction. As

each protein belongs to exactly one species, s is well-defined.

Now we are again interested in investigating this data representation.

Proposition 11. The subgraph G2 of a graph G of a graph representation of evo-

lution of networks is a forest.

For the proof we need the following

Definition 12. A directed cycle graph is a directed graph G = (V,E) with V =

{v0, . . . , vn} and directed edges (vi, vi+1) ∈ E, i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and (vn, v0) ∈ E.

Proof. Assume in G2 there is a cycle C = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1, v0). We call the set of

vertices of C VC and the set of edges EC . The edges in this cycle can be directed

as they represent the ancestor relation, pointing from the ancestor to the child. As

each protein has got only one direct ancestor, there is only one edge pointing to

each protein in C (⋆). We will now conclude, that C = (VC , EC) is a directed cycle

graph.

We will first proof (vi, vi+1) ∈ EC for i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2} using induction:

• Basis: Without loss of generality, we assume (v0, v1) ∈ E2, otherwise we switch

the orientation of all edges

• Induction step: Assume (vi−1, vi) ∈ EC

⇒ (vi, vi+1) ∈ E2, as there is an edge between vi and vi+1 because it is a cycle

and because of (⋆) this edge cannot point to vi.

The edge (vn−1, v0) ∈ EC must be directed like this as otherwise in contradiction to

(⋆) two edges would point to vn−1. Thus C is a directed cycle graph.

The assumption that there is a cycle C in G2 leads to the fact, that C is a directed

cycle graph, which now contradicts to the ancestor relation represented by the edges.

Because C is a directed cycle graph, v0 is an ancestor of itself, which can obviously

not be true. Thus, G2 is a graph without cycles, a forest.
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Remark 7. The connected components of G2 are the gene trees of this evolution data

set. In each of them there is exactly one protein from the most common ancestor

species, choosing this as root in each of these gene trees, they are rooted gene trees,

as the biologists know them. Within these rooted trees all nodes representing the

same species do have the same depth. For all nodes representing proteins of one

species, their parents all represent proteins of one species too, the direct ancestor

species.

If G2 only consists of one connected component, then the complete example consists

only of one gene tree. Thus a single gene tree is a special case of evolution data.

In the following we will explain in which case we call a set of trees reconciled [58],

as this is one very important property of the gene trees. Biologists working in this

field know this property very well and in the data we are visualizing, the gene trees

always have to be reconciled! We will first define a new graph using our gene trees.

Definition 13. The species tree for a graph representation of evolution data is a

graph Sp = (VS, ES) where the vertices represent the species included in the data

and the edges are defined as follows. An edge {v, w} ∈ ES exists iff a gene tree C

and an edge {a, b} ∈ EC exist and a belongs to the species represented by v and b

belongs to the species represented by w.

Remark 8. The name species tree is not justified, as we did not and cannot proof

that the graph defined here is a tree. But in the following we will see that in all

examples it is one!

Definition 14. The set of gene trees of a graph representation of evolution data is

reconciled if the corresponding species tree is a tree.

Remark 9. The property of being reconciled guarantees that for all proteins in the

data set the direct ancestor of a protein belongs to the direct ancestor species of the

species the protein itself belongs to. This tells us that the evolution data is consistent.

From a more theoretical viewpoint it is clear that the gene trees are reconciled, but

as the data is mostly modeled it might occur that they are not reconciled.

For a complete evolution data set the leaves of the species tree are usually the extant

species or at least species at the same time point. We always expect contemporaneous

species to have the same depth in the species tree. But often the depth in the species

tree is not proportional to the evolutionary time. This is no problem for our data

representation, as we can change it as needed. Therefore, we add artificial species

to make species existing contemporaneous have the same depth in the species tree.
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From a biological point of view this also makes sense as we do not know how the

network looked like between two computed time points. We explain this with the

help of a little example. Yeast, worm and fly have one common ancestor. This split

up into one lineage yielding yeast and one lineage evolving towards worm and fly.

The lineage yielding worm and fly obviously split up once again into two lineages,

worm and fly. The problem is that we do not know how the yeast lineage looked

like when the other lineage split up into worm and fly, we only know the common

ancestor of all three and the extant network of yeast. Thus, we have to add an

artificial species between the most common ancestor and yeast at the time point of

the split into worm and fly.

How could such a species be created? One could guess how the species might have

looked like at this time point, but there is no biological knowledge to do this. Doing

this we would pretend having knowledge we do not have. Therefore, we decided to

just copy the species that existed before or thereafter. Which one could be chosen by

the user. An example is shown in Figure 4.2. For our example we added an artificial

species (white) between the common ancestor of all three species (brown) and the

one extant species (green), that does not have the same depth as the other ones

(blue and red).

Figure 4.2: The species tree on the left has to be modified such that the
evolution data can be visualized. The modified species tree is shown on the
right. Between the brown species (the common ancestor in this example)
and the green species (a extant species in this example) the white species
is added. For this point in time no trustable data is available therefore, the
network of the white species could be just a copy of the brown one or of the
green one.

Thus, in general we suppose that the species tree is modified by the user in the way

we explained above, such that all leaves in the species tree have the same depth and

the depth of a vertex indicates the time point of existence of the represented species.

How this modification technically has to be done is explained in Chapter 6.
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The subgraph G1 of a graph representation (G, s) of the evolution of networks only

consists of the protein interaction networks of the different species. These subgraphs

are disconnected. From the given graph representation (G, s) we can also build

network alignments as follows.

Definition 15. For a graph representation of evolution data (G, s) the alignment of

all species at a given time point t is the alignment (G′, s′), G′ = (V ′, E ′
1, E

′
2), defined

as follows. Let d be the depth in the species tree, the time point t belongs to. V ′ ⊂ V

includes all vertices of depth d in their corresponding gene trees. E ′
1 ⊂ E1 consists

of all edges in E1 connecting vertices in V ′. For two vertices v, w ∈ V ′ there is an

edge in E ′
2 iff s(v) 6= s(w) and v and w are in the same gene tree. The function s′ is

the restriction of s to the vertices of V ′ ⊂ V s′ = s|V ′ .

Remark 10. In the graph representation of evolution data there is more information

for an alignment of the networks at a certain time point than there usually is.

For two orthologous proteins in an alignment we do not know how far away they

are from each other in the evolution, but for an alignment coming from evolution

data we know. The length of the path connecting two orthologous proteins in the

corresponding gene tree is a measure for their evolutionary distance. The length of

this path is longer, if the species, the two proteins each belongs to, separated earlier

in the evolution, and shorter if they separated later. As species, that separated later

are closer related and their proteins are connected by shorter paths, and species

that separated earlier are not so closely related and their proteins are connected by

longer paths.

Remark 11. For each time point in a graph representation of evolution data we can

define an alignment. Thus the evolution data can be understood as a time series of

alignments. Each protein in each alignment additionally knows its parent.

Remark 12. Defining an alignment as in Definition 15 can be done analogously for

a random selection of species. Formally we could for example align the network of

one species with all its ancestor networks. Obviously the biological interpretation of

such an alignment is different. In practice it might be interesting to sometimes also

align other networks and discover them and not only these of one time point.

4.3 Visualization of Network Alignments

We will now explain our new approach for the visualization of alignments. This one

is based on the review of the existing visualization approaches in Chapter 3 and the
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drawn conclusions there. It is also based on our graph-theoretical understanding of

an alignment.

A short look at the three existing visualization approaches shows that there an

alignment is also somehow understood as a graph with two types of edges. In all

three approaches the edges representing the protein interactions are simply drawn as

curves connecting the interacting proteins. The main difference is the way of showing

the edges representing the orthology relation. In the “side by side” approach this is

sometimes done by node position and sometimes by also drawing curves connecting

the vertices representing orthologous proteins. In the “all in one” approach the or-

thologous vertices are just drawn as one vertex. Problems with showing the complete

information arising here are already discussed. In the “2.5D approach” these edges

are again shown by vertex positions.

The conclusion of the review was, that the “2.5D approach” is most appropriate

but should be combined with some interaction techniques, as a single picture would

probably never be enough for the visualization of such complex data. Therefore, we

decided to use this 2.5D setup as basis for the visualization of network alignments.

Additionally we allow the user to move around in this 3D scene to have different

views on the scene. For using this we need to discuss the visualization of paralogs,

as these are not included in the “2.5D approach” presented by Schreiber et al. [55].

Furthermore we will provide the user with some filters and also with the possibility

to use the two other approaches, mainly for producing pictures as the biologists are

already used to these visualizations.

An example of an alignment of five networks shown in the “2.5D approach” is given

in Figure 4.3. The layers, where the different networks are drawn in are best seen

in Figure 4.3(c), which shows a side view. The Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) give other

views on the alignment.

In the following we explain the different interaction methods included into our vi-

sualization system. All these methods can be combined, iteratively applied and also

be undone again. This gives the user a large freedom in the interactive exploration

of the given data.

4.3.1 Including Paralogs into the 2.5D Setup

As already explained, the 2.5D setup allows for the best visualization of aligned

networks due to the relative freedom in single network layout and the canonical
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(a) Perspective view on a 2.5D layout exam-
ple.

(b) Top view on a 2.5D layout example.

(c) Side view on a 2.5D layout example.

Figure 4.3: An example for the 2.5D layout of an alignment of five networks.
All three figures show the same alignment in the same layout, just from
different viewing angles. In Figure 4.3(a) a perspective view, in 4.3(b) a top
view and in Figure 4.3(c) a side view of the alignment is shown. The network
of each species is shown in one layer and in only one color, as is easily seen
in Figure 4.3(c). Thus the species, a protein belongs to is coded in color and
in the layer it is in. The orthologous sets of paralogous proteins are shown at
the same 2D position in each layer, this can be seen in Figure 4.3(b). For only
two families, the AKT and the IRS proteins, there exist several paralogs. For
the other proteins, in each species there is only one protein and no urther
paralogs.

different views by moving around in the 3D scene. Therefore, we have to include the

visualization of paralogs into this approach.

Paralogous proteins are all proteins in the same species, thus the vertices represent-

ing them have to be drawn in the same layer as all vertices representing proteins of

this species. Furthermore, all these paralogous proteins have the same orthologous

proteins in the other species. The orthology relation shall be shown by positioning

the respective vertices on top of each other. The paralogs cannot be drawn all at the

same position on top of one orthologous node as they would not be visually distin-

guishable. In this situation the best solution is to put the paralogs closely together,

closer than other vertices usually are, and to put them on top of the orthologous

vertex or the orthologous set of paralogous proteins. With this solution we are able

to draw the complete single networks without the loss of information and show the
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orthology relation by the positioning of the respective vertices. A small example

showing this idea is given in Figure 4.4. In this view the single protein interaction

networks of the different species are separated by putting them in different layers

and we additionally draw them in different colors. We draw the protein interaction as

straight lines, each always connecting only vertices in one layer. There are no curves

drawn between the layers. Thus, in this visualization the complete information of

the alignment dataset is visible.

Figure 4.4: An example of an alignment of three networks. The alignment is
visualized with the use of the 2.5D approach including the representation of
paralogous proteins.

4.3.2 Interactive Visual Exploration

Network alignments including many proteins, many species or even both does in-

clude lots of information. Therefore, it might be hard to see the main interesting

information when visualizing these alignments. In this case the user is highly inter-

ested in filtering out some of the information. This allows the user to have a look

at parts of the information, parts that are important for him, and find out interest-

ing features without being disturbed by this huge amount of information. Thus, we
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think that some filters have to be included into our visualization of aligned networks.

These filters allow the user to interactively explore the data.

A very intuitive filter is to filter certain species and not show all at once. We decided

to allow the user to freely choose which species should be shown in each view. In

addition the user might choose for each species whether the protein interactions

should be shown or not. If there are lots of interactions, this might support the

clarity of the visualization, although information is temporarily not included. Also

for each network the user can hide or show the labels at the vertices, these labels

include the name of the protein. In Figure 4.5 some different views of the same

alignment are shown.

Another interesting filter is collapsing the paralogs. This filter is inspired by the

metagraph concept in the “all in one” approach. The idea there was to draw one

metanode for a set of orthologous proteins and we mentioned that this could also

be extended to showing a set of paralogous proteins. We wont merge orthologous

proteins but the vertices representing paralogous proteins. Instead of drawing one

vertex per protein in a set P of paralogous proteins we just draw one vertex vP for

this set. This one vertex again is drawn on top of the orthologous proteins to still

encode the orthology relation. An edge between this vertex vP and another vertex w

representing a protein in the same species is drawn iff one of the paralogous proteins

p ∈ P represented by vP interacts with the protein p′ represented by the vertex w.

Thus, no pathways existing in this network get lost when collapsing the paralogs, it

is simply not visible which of the paralogous proteins is included in this pathway.

An example showing the collapsing of paralogs is given in Figure 4.6.

Applying these filters is managed by using an extra widget, which allows some

general settings and addtitionally changing some settings for the single networks in

the alignment. The widget is shown in Figure 4.7.

4.3.3 Including “Side by Side” and “All in One”

The inclusion of the two other well-know approaches of visualizing aligned networks

is very helpful for the users as they already know them. Therefore, we decided to

provide the use of both. Using the “side by side” works without any problems as we

simply draw the networks like they are drawn in the 2.5D approach in one layer side

by side. Also the paralogs are drawn as explained in Section 4.3.1. We do not draw

additional edges for the orthology relation as they are not necessary. In the “side by

side” approach these additional edges are only necessary if the orthologous proteins
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(a) The complete alignment of five species
with labels for all networks.

(b) The alignment with three species filtert
out, allowing the comparison of the two left.

(c) The alignment with two species filtert out
and just one (the pink one) with added labels.

(d) The alignment again with all species but
just the green one with interactions shown and
the pink one with labels.

Figure 4.5: Here are different views on the same network alignment of five
species shown, using different filters.

are not drawn on the same position. But we allow the user to include such edges,

if desired. Additionally the filters explained in Section 4.3.2 can be used in this

visualization. This visualization is especially interesting for publication of results as

it is purely using 2D. Therefore, an output of this as a graphics file is supported.

One example of a network alignment visualized using our version of the “side by

side” approach is shown in Figure 4.8.

As already mentioned earlier, the “all in one” approach is a little more complicate

as the inclusion of paralogs is not possible. Nevertheless we also support this visual-
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Figure 4.6: An example with the same alignment of three networks as in
Figure 4.4. The alignment is visualized with the use of the 2.5D approach
with all paralogs collapsed.

ization approach. We do not really draw one node for a set of orthologous proteins

as it is hard to show from which species there exist proteins. We draw the vertices

representing the orthologous proteins from the different species very close together,

imitating one node. In this way we also draw the edges representing the protein in-

teractions between the single nodes, avoiding the already mentioned problems with

the edge visualization. The problem of visualizing the paralogs we handle in two

ways. First we just draw the nodes representing the paralogous proteins very close

together as explained in Section 4.3.1, which causes all the orthologous with all their

paralogous proteins to be drawn closely together. The second possibility is to first

collapse the paralogs in all species. Then we do not have paralogs and the drawing

can be done as explained. Which way to use can be selected by the user. In the Fig-

ure 4.9 both ways for the “all in one” visualization are shown for the above example.
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(a) The dialog widget for the filtering showing
the selections for the general settings.

(b) The dialog widget showing the possible se-
lections for one single network.

Figure 4.7: Widget for filter usage in network alignments. There are several
tabs for choosing the desired settings. One tab for the general settings, see
Figure 4.7(a) and one tab for each single network, see Figure 4.7(b).

(a) “Side by side” layout of an alignment of three networks.

(b) “Side by side” layout of an alignment of three networks with additional edges connect-
ing the orthologous proteins.

Figure 4.8: An alignment of three networks rendered using the “side by side”
layout. The alignment is the same as in Figure 4.4.
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(a) “All in one” layout of an alignment of three
networks.

(b) “All in one” layout of an alignment of
three networks with the paralogs collapsed.

Figure 4.9: An alignment of three networks rendered using the “all in one”
layout. The alignment is the same as in Figure 4.4. In both cases we see a
top view and no perspective view. All nodes and edges are in one layer.

4.3.4 Edge Bundling

We experienced, that there are often very many interactions between two sets of

paralogous proteins. As each of these interactions is represented by a single line,

there are many, nearly parallel, edges drawn between these two sets of paralogous

proteins. This causes a cluttered view with lots of edge crossings. We are reducing

this huge number of edge crossings by bundling these edges [59]. This method was

invented to bundle edges of adjacency relations in hierarchical data, but it can be

adapted for bundling edges between sets of paralogous proteins. For the adjacency

relations in hierarchical data, edges are bundled, if the connected leaves are related

via the same inner nodes of the hierarchy. Analogously, we are bundling edges,

connecting proteins of the same sets of paralogs. Therefore, two sets of paralogous

nodes are connected by one bundle of edges, which are connecting the single nodes.

Edge bundling is achieved by drawing the edges not as straight lines, but as a

NURBS (non uniform rational b-spline [60]) using defined control points for each

edge. In our case the vertices representing the paralogous proteins all lie on a circle

and therefore, we use the two vertices itself as endpoints of the control polygon

and the two center points of the respective circles as additional control points, see

Figure 4.10.

As seen in Figure 4.10(b), it is sometimes impossible to distinguish between the

different edges, as they are bundled very strong. Therefore, providing a possibility

for changing the bundling strength is recommended, as it is done in the classical
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(a) Edges between sets of paralogs represented by straight lines.

(b) Edges between sets of paralogs represented by NURBSes.

Figure 4.10: An example network (vertices are green and edges black) for
explaining the edge bundling. In the top figure the network is shown using
straight lines for the edges. In the second figure the edges are drawn as
NURBSes and therefore the edge bundling is used. The control polygons are
shown in red and the additional control points (center points of circles, the
paralogs are drawn on) are shown as black points.
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edge bundling [59]. We also provide this for the alignment visualization. Controlling

the bundling strength is achieved by the change of the control points, where the

inner control points are linearly interpolated between the center point of the circle

for the paralogs and the position of the vertex itself. The result for the bundling

strength 0.5 is shown in Figure 4.11, a bundling strength of 1 is the strong bundling

shown in Figure 4.10(b) and the bundling strength 0 are only the straight lines as

shown in Figure 4.10(a).

Figure 4.11: An example demonstrating the bundling strength, which can be
changed for the edge bundling. For this figure the bundling strength is 0.5.
This is the same example network as in Figure 4.10. The interpolated control
points are shown as small black points and the resulting control polygons are
shown in red.

The edge bundling mainly has got an impact on the readability of large network

alignments. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.12, with an alignment of three networks

and all together about 800 nodes.

4.4 Visualization of Network Evolution Data

As the data for the evolution of networks is highly complex, a visualization software

needs to provide a good overview of the complete data set and also an appropriate

navigation for filtering. In addition to the overview several detailed or filtered views

have to be supported to allow the user to explore the details, that cannot be shown

in an overview. We developed an overview that allows the navigation of the data.
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(a) A large network alignment without edge bundling.

Figure 4.12: A large network alignment, with more than 800 nodes all to-
gether, shown in 2.5D layout from top view. In both figures there is the same
alignment shown with the same layout and with the same view. The only
difference is the way of drawing the edges, in Figure (a) the edges are drawn
as lines and in Figure (b) they are drawn using the edge bundling with the
maximum bundling strength.
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(b) A large network alignment with edge bundling.

Figure 4.12: A large network alignment, with more than 800 nodes all to-
gether, shown in 2.5D layout from top view. In both figures there is the same
alignment shown with the same layout and with the same view. The only
difference is the way of drawing the edges, in Figure (a) the edges are drawn
as lines and in Figure (b) they are drawn using the edge bundling with the
maximum bundling strength.
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We believe that the species tree is some kind of backbone of the data. The species

tree tells us which networks evolved from which one, how many species are included

in the data, how many extant species and how many time points of evolution are

included. The species tree connects the species and is the information allowing the

user to classify the rest of the data. Also all of the gene trees are reconciled with

the species tree and it is therefore some kind of common core of the gene trees.

The species tree connecting large parts of the data is thus necessary, for giving an

overview. But it is not enough, an overview should include the networks itself, as

we are interested in the evolution of these networks. These networks are sometimes

large and we have lots of them. Thus showing complete networks does not work for

an overview. We decide to nevertheless include the network for each species as the

icon for the node of this species in the species tree. Therefore, we draw the networks

with the computed layout and use them in a small version as icons. Obviously this

does not give the full information on the single networks, what is also not expected

from an overview. But these icons give an idea of the complexity of the networks and

allows to compare the single networks roughly. One can see, whether the networks

get more complex, whether they diverge in the different branches of the species tree

etc.

We draw the species tree with the root on the left and the leaves on the right,

what makes the evolution happen from left to right, which is for many people the

preferred reading direction. All species with the same depth in the tree are drawn on

one vertical axis. Such an overview for one evolution dataset is shown in Figure 4.13.

4.4.1 Navigator

As the overview shows the complete dataset, it is a good basis for navigating the

data. The tasks for the navigator are:

• Selecting networks for further visualization and exploration.

• Changing settings for single networks.

• Choosing settings for the complete visualization.

• Starting further visualization with the selected data.

All these things should obviously be iteratively possible and the settings and selec-

tions should be changable.
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Figure 4.13: The overview of an evolution dataset. Shown is the species tree
of the evolution example with the root on the left, the leaves on the right and
all nodes with the same depth on one vertical line. As nodes, representing
the species, their networks as small node link diagrams are drawn.

As all networks and their basic connections are shown in the overview, the selection

of networks for the further visualization is possible. Also the node link diagrams of

the networks are shown in this overview and therefore, also changes in the settings,

like color, edge type or node type, of the networks are possible and immediately

seen. This overview furthermore can always show the current selection and therefore,

allows the start and use of further visualization and exploration tasks.

Usually the user wants to compare different networks or sets of networks. For choos-

ing these networks the user needs to know, how these networks are connected,

whether they are species at the same time point or maybe a lineage of evolution

from an ancestor to a extant species. All these inter network connections are obvi-

ous in the overview and thus the user is able to do a specific selection of the networks

to compare. The selection of the networks is simply done by clicking them with the
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mouse. The actual selection is denoted within the overview all the time with a cross

shown in the upper right corner of each selected network. Therefore, the user does

not only have an overview of the data, but also an overview of his actual choice,

guiding his work with the data. An example is shown in Figure 4.14. The result of

further visualizations of these selections are shown later in Sections 4.4.3, 4.4.4.

(a) The navigator showing the dataset with
the three extant networks selected for fur-
ther exploration. This selection is shown as an
alignment in Figure 4.20

(b) The navigator showing the same dataset
but one strand of evolution from the com-
mon ancestor to one extant species selected.
This selection is shown as an alignment in Fig-
ure 4.21.

Figure 4.14: One dataset of evolving networks is shown in the navigator with
two different network selections. The selected networks are denoted with a
cross in the upper right corner of the respective species in the tree.

In this overview each species is assigned a unique color, which allows the user to

recognize the species in all the other views on the data. This is very important for the

user for always knowing, what part of the data set he is seeing at the moment, when

he uses another view, than the overview. For a good navigation this is necessary, as

it helps the user to not get lost in the data set, while switching between different

views and different parts of the data set. The software suggests some default colors,

that are well distinguishable and the user is free to change them. Also the type of

nodes used is changable for each network, as the edge type is too. An example of

some settings changes is shown in Figure 4.15.

For practically visualizing the evolution data, even only as an overview, we need to

lay out the single networks, as these layout are necessarily used in the overview.
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(a) The navigator showing the same dataset
as in Figure 4.14 but the edges are not shown
as bundled edges as there but as straight lines.

(b) The navigator showing the same dataset
but with a free selection of networks, not one
time point and not one strand of evolution.
This selection is shown as an alignment in
Figure 4.22. In this example also the colors
where changed and the node types for some
networks.

Figure 4.15: One dataset of evolving networks is shown in the navigator with
different different settings for the edge and node type. Both can be changed
individually for each network.

4.4.2 Layout for Evolving Networks

The task of a visualization system for evolving networks is to show all the information

and to show it in a way that it is understandable, clear and helps to explore the data.

Here we clearly want to show the single protein interaction networks at each time

point for each species and the ancestor relation for each protein. Furthermore we

saw in Definition 15 that in each time point we have an alignment of networks that

also might be of interest for the user. A clear result is that we also have orthology

relations implicitly in the data, but we like to explicitly visualize them. Orthology,

and with it finding conserved regions or identifying newly evolved parts, is one of the

most interesting tasks when comparing protein interaction networks. For showing the

orthology relation, we understand the evolution data as a time series of alignments

(see Remark 11). Luckily we are already able to visualize single alignments. For the

visualization of sequences of graphs there are approaches known from dynamic graph

drawing. Thus, we combine these approaches, the one for alignment visualization,

and the ones for dynamic graph drawing, to develop a visualization system for

evolution data.

Using all these ideas of alignment visulization combined with known approaches from
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dynamic graph drawing yields ideas in two directions. The data could be shown in

static visualizations of the alignments or also in an animation of evolving networks.

Thus both ideas, static visualization and dynamic visualization have to be consid-

ered, when developing a layout for this data.

For the alignment visualization the orthologous proteins are assigned the same node

positions in each network of the alignment, we do the same for the alignments at

each time point. This means that the orthologous proteins in one time point are

assigned the same 2D positions.

The difference now is that we have several alignments with the ancestor relation

connecting the vertices in the different alignments. We now have to define how to

visualize these relations and how this influences the layout of the single networks.

In dynamic graph drawing a series of networks is drawn with only slightly changing

node positions between two time points to preserve the mental map [57]. For our

application this means that the vertices should not change their positions too much

in the course of evolution. This allows the user to identify the ancestor relation

between networks or alignments of two subsequent time points easily, independent

from the graphical representation used. This also allows a dynamic visulization of

the data.

In Remark 12 we saw that also networks not belonging to one time point could be

aligned too for an evolution data set. This could be interesting for the users as it for

example allows to view one strand of the evolution from the ancestor network to the

extant network of just one species as an alignment in a static way. Using the above

idea of placing the vertices connected by the ancestor relation only nearby but not at

the same position, causes problems when viewing such an alignment. Aligned vertices

would not have the same position in contrast to the other alignment visualization.

We have to prevent this unintuitive behavior in our visualization system to not

irritate but guide the user. Therefore, the vertices connected by an edge of type

2 have to be assigned the same 2D position. This prevents the mental map and

produces a consequent layout style in our visualization system.

Again if there are several proteins evolving from one ancestor protein, their ver-

tices have to be placed around the position of the vertex, representing the ancestor

protein. As explained in Remark 10 we have more information for the orthologous

and paralogous proteins in alignments from evolution data. This additional infor-

mation is also included in the visualization. We do this in the way that we place

the paralogs in a network closer together if their graph-theoretical distance in the

respective gene tree is shorter. But we are not changing the fact, that they are all
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placed around their common ancestor and at the same position as the orthologous

vertices. We do the same for all networks causing also the orthologous vertices with

shorter graph theoretical distance being closer together with their 2D positions. An

example showing the evolution of one protein family within one species and showing

the visualization of them is given in Figure 4.16. The upper part shows the gene tree

for this protein family. Below the tree an example for the layout for these proteins is

shown. Notice, that all proteins lie equidistant on the same circle and have a small

distance, if they have a small distance in the tree. Notice further, that the nodes

not changing any longer, do not change their position any longer and therefore, do

not move in the case of a dynamic visualization. In the example figure, this can be

seen with the yellow and the blue protein. Or the other way around, if there is any

movement in such a set of paralogous proteins in the animation, then things are

changing there.

The advantage of a layout using the ideas described here is its usability for both

the static and the dynamic visualization. Thus, the user sees the networks always in

the same layout, no matter which visualization or which settings and selection he is

using.

Here we will not discuss how to compute a layout for an evolution example fulfilling

all the requirements derived here. This will be done in Chapter 5. Also computing

the layout for paralogs will be described there. There we will also show, how to lay

out paralogs not only within one species but across species and still keeping proteins

with small distance in the gene tree closely together in the layout.

4.4.3 Dynamic Visualization using Animation

Evolution of networks is a process in time. Proteins are changing over time causing

the gain and loss of interactions. Proteins duplicate and speciation takes place. This

can be well visualized by animating this process in time. Thus we decided to show

the evolution of biological networks as an animation, as a dynamic visualization.

From dynamic graph drawing this is already known for single networks changing

over time. Usually the nodes move between two time points on a curve from the old

position to the new one. Nodes might also disappear or new ones come into being

and edges might be lost and gained.

We will have a closer look at the gain and loss of nodes and edges in our application.

Additionally in our visualization task, we have speciation events, which cause an

increase of the number of networks in the alignment. Within a single interaction
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: In Figure (a) an example for the layout of paralogous proteins
within one species. In the top part the gene tree of these proteins is shown.
The colors identify the proteins here and allow the reader to connect both
parts of this figure. In the bottom part, the example for the layout of these
proteins is shown. For a better understanding, the layout is combined with
the gene tree of these proteins in a circle layout in Figure (b)
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network of one species new proteins are only gained by the duplication of proteins.

For a newly evolved protein, as a result of duplication of one protein, we also want

the new node to result from a duplication of the already existing node. Thus a newly

gained protein is moving from the position of the existing node to its own position,

which is already known. The existing node, which now duplicated, keeps its position.

Also the loss of a protein has to be clearly shown. Therefore, the respective vertex

cannot disappear at once, as the user would probably not recognize this process, as

this might happen for a lot of nodes at the same time. Otherwise it would not be

good to move the nodes out of a certain bounding box as this would look like the

proteins are somewhere else now, what is not true in fact. Thus, a protein that gets

lost between two time points is shrunk linearly until it disappears. The visual gain

and loss of nodes is shown in Figure 4.17.

After the duplication of proteins, the two partners usually have the same interac-

tion partners. Thus, with this duplication also new edges in the network developed.

Mostly some of these interactions get lost quite soon and only some are left. Addi-

tionally new interactions also just appear, as proteins might change and be able to

interact thereafter. Animation of this appearance starts with diameter zero edges

and they are linearly extended to the full diameter during the animation. For the

loss of edges it is the same, they are shrunk to diameter zero. The position of an

edge is fixed by the positions of the nodes connected by the edge and they therefore

do the same movements as the nodes does. In Figure 4.17 the gain and loss of edges

is shown.

A speciation event in the evolution is a duplication of a network. Such speciation

events might occur several times during one evolution example and have to be han-

dled for the animation of evolution. In the data there is no separation between

speciation events and the gain and loss of proteins and interactions. Nevertheless we

decided to separate them in the animation to support the understanding. This is not

only meaningful from the point of view of visualization but also from a biological

viewpoint. Let us assume that for two species the extant networks and the network

of the last common ancestor are known. The fact that this is the last common an-

cestor means, that when this species existed, a speciation event took place and the

two separated species developed independently. The speciation and the independent

change did not mix up. Therefore, we first animate the speciation and then the

change of the networks in the animation. For the duplication of networks we use

the same visualization as for the duplication of vertices. In the alignment the new

network moves linearly from the position of the one duplicating to its new position.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.17: This figure shows some screen shots from an animated evolution,
only one cutout showing one set of paralogs is chosen. In (a) the network of
the ancestor species is shown and in (e) the child is shown. The figures in
between show different steps of the continuous evolution between both. The
gain of nodes as result of a duplication can be seen in the bottom. The loss
of nodes is shown for several nodes, decreasing in size. A new interaction is
gained in this time step from bottom right to top left, which is first drawn
in (b). The loss of edges can be seen for several edges and is shown with
decreasing diameter. They already disapeared in (d).
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This is just a movement from one layer to another, all networks in the alignment stay

unchanged during this time. The changes in the networks that happened between

those time points are animated thereafter. Such a speciation is shown in Figure 4.18.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.18: A speciation event is shown as the duplication of a network.
The new network is moving to its own layer and the other networks (here
the ocher one) are moving respectively. The shown sequence starts with two
networks blue and ocher in (a) and ends with three networks, the blue one
duplicated in (d).

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there is one unique color for each

network in the visualization. For the recognition of the single networks during the

animation, we have to use the same colors. Thus, we linearly interpolate the color

in rgb-space (a three dimensional color space) in the animation between the colors

of the two networks, ancestor and child. In the animation all the nodes and edges

are drawn with this interpolated color, furthermore showing from which species to

which one the change happens right now, this can be seen in Figure 4.17. After a

speciation event both networks have still the same color (see Figure 4.18) as the both

species are still identical at this time point of speciation and differentiate thereafter.

What might be additionally interesting for the user is not only to view the complete

evolution data set as an animation but also selected parts of it. Viewing the com-

plete animation gives an overview of the whole data set with more details than the

overview using the gene tree. But sometimes one wants to select parts of interest

and view them as an animation. We provide this as a selection in the gene tree
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overview. It is possible to leave out time points at the beginning or at the end or to

only select some strands of evolution to have less species per time point. Thus the

animated visualization of evolution can be used as an overview and also as a filtered

view. A few screen shots from a filtered part of an evolution example are shown in

Figure 4.19.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19: The animation of a complete time step of one evolution data
set is shown here. In (a) exist just two networks, the example does not start
with the most common ancestor. The result at the end of the duplication of
the blue networks is shown in (b). The independent evolution of the three
networks now takes place, as can be seen for some smaller nodes or newly
developed edges in (c). Finally in (d) the result of this evolution time step,
the three new species, are shown. This example uses bundled edges for a
better overview.

4.4.4 Static Visualization

Combined with the dynamic visualization we also provide a static viuslization of

the data set. An evolution data set can be viewed as a time sequence of alignments.

And we are able to visualize alignments. Thus, a visualization have to be able to

filter alignments from the data and show them in the known way. In our visualization
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system the user can select alignments in the gene tree overview and view them in the

2.5D setting or in other settings, as explained before. The selection of the networks

that should be aligned is left completely free for the user. Showing free selections of

networks as an alignment is always possible, as shown in Section 4.4.2.

One obvious and intuitive network selection is the selection of all or some networks

from one time point. These networks now form a classic alignment of protein inter-

action networks of species that live or lived at the same time point. An example is

shown in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: The three extant neworks from the evolution dataset selected in
Figure 4.14(a) visualized as an alignment. In this example only the labels for
one network are added.

Another possible selection already mentioned above is one strand of evolution, mean-

ing all networks on one path from the common ancestor to one extant species. In

such a selection shown as an alignment, the changes that did happen in the evolution
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to this species are nicely recognizable. One such selection visualized as an alignment

is shown in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21: One strand of evolution from the evolution dataset selected in
Figure 4.14(b) visualized as an alignment. The evolution in this view goes
from front to back. The red network is the common ancestor, the purple one
is the extant network. Labels are shown for the network from the extant
species.

Nevertheless the free selection also allows to compare networks from different time

point and from different branches of the species tree as alignments. As each network

has an own idetifying color, the user always knows, where he is and what he is

seeing. Thus, the color identification is necessary for this possibility of free selection

and also helpful in the other cases. Such an example is shown in Figure 4.22.

Obviously it is also possible to select just one single network and view this!
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Figure 4.22: This figure shows a free selection of three networks as an align-
ment. The selection is the one from Figure 4.15(b) and in the static alignment
visualization the settings choosen there are used.
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Chapter 5

Graph Layout Algorithm

What kind of layout for both, single alignments as well as complete evolution

datasets, should be used is described in Chapter 4. But there nothing is stated

about how to do this technically. This part will be described in this Chapter. For

the description of the layout algorithms we will use the graph theoretical under-

standing of alignment- and evolution data.

In the case of alignments the vertices representing orthologous proteins are assigned

the same position. This leads to the idea of laying out one graph where all the orthol-

ogous vertices are represented by just one vertex. As this graph can be understood

as a graph with the orthologs collapsed, we will call this graph the collapsed graph.

After the layout of the collapsed graph, there is only the problem of laying out the

paralogous left, which has to be solved in each network.

For the evolution case things do not differ much. All vertices in one gene tree get the

same position assigned. Therefore, one graph with one vertex per gene tree is laid

out. This graph again will be called collapsed graph. Afterwards again the layout of

the paralogs in each network has to be done. This is a little more complex as this

has to be done with respect to the mental map and using the additional information

mentioned in Remark 10.

Our layout algorithm therefore consists in both cases of three steps.

1. Building the collapsed graph.

2. Laying out the collapsed graph.

3. Laying out the paralogs.

These three steps are explained in the following.
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5.1 Collapsed Graph

5.1.1 Alignment Case

For the layout of aligned networks we derived the idea that the orthologous sets of

paralogous nodes get assigned the same position in all networks. Therefore, these

sets of orthologous nodes in all networks of an alignment can be represented by

one node. Doing this for all sets of orthologous nodes produces the collapsed graph

out of an alignment. This process can be formalized using the graph theoretical

understanding of an alignment given in Chapter 4.

Let (G, s), G = (V,E1, E2) be the graph representation of an alignment. The vertices

in V representing orthologous nodes are connected by an edge in E2. In Remark 5

we saw, that connected components of G2 are the sets of vertices representing or-

thologous and paralogous proteins. Thus the vertices of the collapsed graph are the

connected components of G2. Two vertices in the collapsed graph are connected by

an edge iff there exists one protein in the one connected component and one in the

other, that share a protein interaction. This leads to the following

Definition 16. The collapsed graph G = (V ,E) for an alignment data set

(G, s), G = (V,E1, E2) is defined by

• V = {x|x is a connected component of G2 = (V,E2) ⊂ G} ,

• {x, y} ∈ E ⇔ ∃v ∈ x,w ∈ y : {v, w} ∈ E1 .

5.1.2 Evolution Case

For the layout of data of evolving networks we derived the idea of placing the nodes

in the same gene tree at the same position. Thus the collapsed graph in this case

consists of the gene trees as vertices. Analogously two vertices are connected by an

edge iff there is a protein in the one gene tree and one in the other, that are connected

by a protein interaction. In Remark 7 we saw that the connected components of G2

of a graph representation (G, s) of evolution data are the gene trees. These thoughts

lead to the following

Definition 17. The collapsed graph G = (V ,E) for an evolution data set

(G, s), G = (V,E1, E2) is defined by

• V = {x|x is a connected component of G2 = (V,E2) ⊂ G} ,
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• {x, y} ∈ E ⇔ ∃v ∈ x,w ∈ y : {v, w} ∈ E1 .

Remark 13. For the definition of the edges in the collapsed graph, protein interac-

tions from all time points are considered.

5.2 Collapsed Graph Layout

The layout computation with the collapsed graph is the same for both the alignment

case and the evolution case. In both cases the collapsed graph represents the needed

information for the layout computation.

The collapsed graph is a usual graph that is to be laid out in the plane. Therefore, all

algorithms for 2D graph layout could be used here. As there is no additional graph-

theoretical information available for the collapsed graph of an alignment or evolution

data we use heuristics. To provide the user with different algorithms, we decided

to include two well known force-directed algorithms, the one by Fruchterman and

Reingold [35] and the one by Kamada and Kawai [36]. Additionally we implemented

a simulated annealing algorithm [32] with an own energy function.

The basic idea of both algorithms Fruchterman and Reingold as well as Kamada and

Kawai is a physical model for the graph. The vertices are replaced by metal rings

and the edges by springs connecting the respective metal rings. The algorithms

model the physical action of gaining a system of minimal energy starting from some

initial layout. Both work iteratively, in each step a displacement for each vertex is

computed based on the forces of the springs. All vertices are moved with respect

to the displacement and the next step is computed. The difference of the algorithm

of Kamada and Kawai is, that here not only connected vertices are connected by a

spring. Two vertices are connected by a spring if they are connected by a path, the

length of the spring is proportional to the length of the path. They compute the

displacement by solving differential equations.

In both force directed algorithms there are energy functions that are minimized. This

is the same in the simulated annealing approach. But here we have more freedom of

defining an energy function. The heuristic simulated annealing is used to minimize

this function. For this we have to find a new nearby point in the space of graph

layouts, which is defined as a small movement of one vertex. The energy function

is the sum of four punishments, edge length, vertex distance, angle between edges,

and number of edge crossings.
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Furthermore, if the user is roughly satisfied with a layout, but thinks it might be a

little better he can use the simulated annealing update algorithm. This algorithm is

designed for small changes only, using the simulated annealing. Choosing this layout

algorithm, causes using the standard simulated annealing algorithm, but with the

current layout as a starting point for the optimization and an already lower temper-

ature, causing the points to only move small distances. For the user this algorithm is

interesting, as it does not change the current layout a lot, but nevertheless optimizes

it with the simulated annealing heuristic using the already chosen parameters.

Last but not least a handmade layout by the user is possible, the user can simply

click and drop the vertices using the mouse, to change their position.

5.2.1 Fruchterman and Reingold

The idea of the algorithm by Fruchterman and Reingold, as already mentioned, is a

physical model and an iterative computation of the resulting forces. In each step all

nodes are moved according to the computed forces. The computation of the forces

follows two rules, vertices connected by an edge should be drawn near together, and

vertices should not be drawn too close to each other. For each two vertices v, w

an attractive force fa(v, w) if they are connected by an edge and a repulsive force

fr(v, w) are computed as follows.

fa(v, w) =
d(v, w)2

k
,

fr(v, w) =
−k2

d(v, w)
,

where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance of v and w and k is the “optimal distance

between two vertices” computed as

k = C ·

√

width · height

number of vertices
,

where C is an experimentally found constant. In each iteration step these forces

are computed for all vertices and added up. Each vertex then is moved according

to the forces computed. The maximum displacement for vertices is limited by a

temperature, which decreases in time. This causes a convergence of the layout.
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5.2.2 Kamada and Kawai

The algorithm of Kamada and Kawai also uses the spring idea. But in contrast to

Fruchterman and Reingold, each pair of nodes is connected by a spring. The desirable

spring length as distance in the layout is computed as the graph theoretical distance

of the two nodes. Therefore, every two nodes are pulled together by a spring, if a

path between them exists. Based on this idea an energy function E is defined for the

vertex positions p1, p2, . . . , pn for the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn, where n is the number

of vertices, as follows

E =
n−1
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=i+1

1

2
kij (|pi − pj| − lij)

2 . (5.1)

The constants lij and kij are defined as follows. The factor lij is the desired length

of the edge connecting the vertices vi and vj, and it is computed as

lij = l · dij

with dij is the graph theoretical distance between vi and vj and l the desired length

of one single edge in the layout. As the term with the brackets in Equation 5.1 is the

squared difference of the desired lengths, and one wants to sum up the difference in

unit lengths, the factor kij is added. It is defined as

kij =
k

d2
ij

,

where k is a constant.

This energy function can be written in coordinates and its partial derivatives can

be explicitly computed. A condition for a local minimum thus is, that all derivatives

are zero, which leads to an 2n-dimensional system of non linear equations. As they

are not independent, in each step it is only solved for the two equations of one point

using the Newton-Raphson method. As next point the one with the largest gradient

is chosen. The algorithm terminates, when the gradients for all points are smaller

than a defined value thus, the gradient of E is nearly zero.

5.2.3 Simulated Annealing

We will now give some details for the energy function we are using in the simulated

annealing algorithm. Therefore, let V = {vi} and E = {ej} for the vertices V
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and the edges E in the graph, the layout is to be computed for. Furthermore, let

P (v, w) = max{p(v), p(w)} for v, w ∈ V , where p(v) is the number of paralogs of

the protein represented by v.

The part for the edge length el in the energy function is

el =
∑

ej∈E

l(ei)

P (s(ei), t(ei))
,

where l(e) is the length of the edge e, s(e) is its source vertex and t(e) its target

vertex. Simply adding the edge length of all edges does not work well, as sets of

paralogs with lots of interactions are forced to be very close together. Dividing each

length by the maximum number of paralogs causes a lesser punishment for many

edges between sets of paralogs.

We compute the part for the vertex distance vd with the following formula

vd =
∑

(v,w)∈V ×V

1

d(v, w)
,

where d(v, w) is the Euclidean distance of the two vertices. This value is very large

if two vertices are getting too close together, which prevents them from overlapping.

The part for the angel criterion ac is computed as follows

ac =
∑

v∈V





∑

(u,w)∈Ad(v)

max

{

0,
〈−→vu,−→vw〉

||−→vu| | · ||−→vw| |

}



 ,

where Ad(v) is the set of adjacent vertices of v and 〈·, ·〉 is the Euclidean scalar

product and ||·| | the Euclidean norm. The term is zero for two edges if the angle

between them is larger than π and grows from 0 to 1 for smaller angles and therefore,

is largest for small angles growing like cos2().

The number of edge crossings ec as part of the energy function is computed as

ec =
∑

(e,l)∈E×E

c(e, l) ,

where c : E × E 7→ {0, 1}

c(e, l) =

{

0 if e and l do not cross

1 if e and l do cross
.
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Thus, this is simply the sum of edge crossings and therefore, it directly punishes the

number of crossings.

The complete energy term is the following sum

e = el · eln · elw + vd · vdn · vdw + ac · acw + ec · ecw ,

with scaling values

vdn = width · height/|V |

and

eln =
(

√

(width2 + height2) · |E|
)−1

,

where width and hight are the dimensions of the rectangle, in which the graph

should be laid out. The scaling values are necessary, as el and vd would be too large

in contrast to ac and ec. Therefore, we normalize these values, to avoid a too high

impact of just these two parts in the energy function. The weights elw, vdw, acw, and

ecw have a default value of 1 and can be varied by the user between 0 and 10 to

change the impact of the different components in the energy function.

The computation of the energy is obviously quadratic in the number of vertices, as

the distance for each pair is computed and quadratic in the number of edges, as their

pairwise crossings are computed. But the update for the energy in each step is not

that expensive, as only the position of one vertex changes. Therefore, the update

computation is only linear in the number of vertices and edges, which speeds the

computation up.

5.3 Full Graph Layout with Paralogs

The previous step of laying out the collapsed graph, placed the collapsed vertices

in a plane. But in the single networks in an alignment or in an evolution data set

such a collapsed vertex generally represent a set of paralogous vertices. These, as

already mentioned, have to be laid out around this position in the plane, near to

this position. How we do this is explained in this Section.

While the layout computation for the collapsed graph were independent of whether

it is built from alignment or evolution data, the layout of the paralogs differs a lot.

For the paralogs in an alignment data set nothing else is known as that they are

paralogous. Thus, it is somehow arbitrarily how the paralogs are placed around the

computed position. For the evolution case we have some more information, like the
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distance of two paralogs in the respective gene tree. This information influences the

layout in the way that the closer related paralogs are placed closer together.

5.3.1 Alignment Case

For each vertex in the collapsed graph, that represents more than one protein in one

of the single networks, the layout of the paralogs has to be computed. These paralogs

are placed regularly around the computed position of the collapsed node. To make

these paralogs visible, they have to be closely together. Therefore the radius of the

circle, to place the nodes on, have to be computed. This is one third of the distance

of the respective vertex in the collapsed graph to its nearest vertex. This radius is

used in each of the networks, which better highlights them as orthologs due to the

same positions.

5.3.2 Evolution Case

One protein may duplicate several times in the course of evolution and all these

descendants in the gene tree should be placed around the position of their common

ancestor. This should happen in a way that vertices, getting assigned a position once,

do not change their position anymore in the evolution and that all their descendants

(due to ongoing duplication) are also placed nearby them and their common ances-

tor. Therefore, all descendant nodes stay near to the common ancestor node and to

its direct ancestor node.

We decided to place all descending nodes for each node in the most common ancestor

network around this ancestor at the corners of a regular polygon, like we do for

alignments. Computing the positions for all descendants of one common ancestor

protein works in two steps. In the first step for each vertex the needed number of

positions is computed and in a second step these positions are assigned to the nodes

using the knowledge from step one. These two steps are processed for all vertices in

the collapsed graph.

The algorithm used, is related with the treemap layout algorithm [61], which is

designed for a tree layout alternative to the node link diagram. The node space

computed there corresponds to the number of needed positions in our algorithm.

For the explanation of the algorithm we again understand the evolution of networks

as an alternation of speciations and changes in the networks.
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Number of needed positions: The number of needed positions for a node is the max-

imum number of descendants of this node, which should be placed near to it. The

computed numbers for an example are shown in Figure 5.1 a). For computing these

numbers we start in the gene tree at the leaves and go towards the root. Each leaf

obviously only needs one position for itself. Going towards the root iteratively the

numbers are computed. For each node the number of needed positions is the sum of

the numbers of needed positions of its descendants if duplications happened (solid

lines in Figure 5.1) or the maximum of the numbers of needed positions of the

descendants if speciation happened (dashed lines in Figure 5.1).

If a duplication happens, we have several descendants of one protein in the next

time point. Each of them needs an own position to be placed on, therefore the

ancestor protein needs to reserve the sum of the needed positions of its children. If

a speciation happens, there are two copies of the proteins in the next time point,

but they are in different networks. Therefore, we only need the maximum number

of needed positions of the children. Thus the above algorithm does the desired.

Assigning the positions: The number of needed positions of the most common an-

cestor is the number of corners for the polygon, the descendants are placed on, this

is shown in Figure 5.1 b). Assigning the position starts from the root of the tree and

goes towards the leafs. The single protein there gets all the assigned positions and

itself is rendered on the first of them. Counting starts at the top and goes clockwise.

Then it assigns the positions to its descendants, each one gets the number of po-

sitions it needs (computed in the first step). The first child gets the first positions

and the next child the following positions. This insures that the positions the nodes

get assigned are disjoint and all positions of one node are adjacent corners of the

polygon. This process is repeated recursively.
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Figure 5.1: Computation of the layout for paralogs across species. The de-
tection of needed positions is shown in a) using the gene tree. The mapping
of the positions to the paralogs in each network is shown in b), where the
species tree is shown accompanied with the proteins in each species. The
gene tree in a) is drawn with one edge crossing to have the proteins of each
species grouped together. The line pattern for the edges in both trees indi-
cates whether there happens a speciation event (dashed line) or a duplication
event (solid line). In each time step the proteins have unique colors, allowing
to align a) and b). In Figure b) the circles represent positions, which are
assigned to the node with the same color. Positions that are not assigned to
any node are represented by black dotted circles.
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Chapter 6

Software System

We developed a software system for the visualization of network alignments and the

evolution of networks, called VENLO (Visualizing Evolving Networks with Layout

Optimization). An executable for windows xp/vista and the source code for the

software is available on the CD at the end of this work.

In our software the visualization of aligned networks and of the evolution of networks

as explained before is implemented. The complete program is built with a graphical

user interface, allowing an intuitive usage. The user can load a data file into the

software and immediately sees the data. Now the appearance can be adapted to

the wishes of the user, color, node type and edge type might be changed. The user

computes a pleasing layout, while he chooses between the different algorithms and

probably changes the weights for the simulated annealing algorithm. The appearance

and the layout might also be changed later again. Now the user starts exploring the

network alignment using the different filters. Finding interesting details of the data

or nice views on the alignment, the user might take screen shots for later use or

maybe publication.

In the case of loading evolution data, the user first sees an alignment of the extant

species, the program is in the layout computation mode. If the layout is pleasing, the

user changes to the overview mode as explained in Section 4.4.1. In this overview all

the settings for the appearance like color, node and edge type, show the labels or hide

the edges can be done. As most things are choosable in docking widgets, which does

not disappear in the other views, most of these things can also be changed using the

other views on the data. Now the selection of the networks starts. With the selected

networks, the alignment view and the animation view (animated evolution) can be

selected for seeing more details of the data. In the alignment view the user is free
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to move around to rotate and to zoom in and out. The same things can be done in

the animated view and the animation can also be stopped at any time. Of course

the user chooses, the layout style, 2.5D, “side by side” or “all in one”.

Examples of exploring data are given in Chapter 7. A manual for the software,

explaining all possibilities, appears later on in this chapter.

6.1 Implementation

The software is implemented using C++ [62] (compiler is found under http://

gcc.gnu.org/) as programming language, Qt [63] (http://qt.nokia.com/) for the

graphical user interface, the standard template libraries (STL) [64] and parts of the

Boost C++ libraries (http://www.boost.org/). For all the rendering including the

3D rendering OpenGL [65] is used.

The core of the program are the implemented graph structures. This make use of

the boost graph library (BGL). For the layout algorithms for Fruchterman Reingold

and Kamada Kawai the built in algorithms in the BGL are used. The algorithm

using simulated annealing for an energy function is an own implementation. The

computation of the energy function uses lots of specific properties of the collapsed

graph (see Chapter 5.2.3) and therefore is a special implementation.

An alignment of networks is defined as a vector of graphs, each graph stores one

of the networks. The orthologous proteins are nodes with the same identification

mark. This implementation allows to fast go through the single networks, what is

often needed for rendering or several computations. In the same way, an evolution

example is defined as a vector of alignments. That such an understanding of network

evolution is possible, is already mentioned in Remark 11 in Chapter 4.

For the animated view another graph structure is defined. For each time span be-

tween two time points an alignment is computed, in which for each node its position

at the beginning of this time span and at the end of this time span is stored, as well

as the appearance or disappearance of nodes or edges. Thus, a nice interpolation

between the two time points can be rendered using this alignment.

All the things that deal with the windows, widgets or dialogs, are done using Qt, as

this is flexible, stable and very powerful. It additionally supports OpenGL, which

made it very attractive for our purpose.
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6.2 File Format Specification

6.2.1 Network Alignment Data .sif

The simple interaction format (sif) is a well known file format for protein interaction

networks. It is for example used in Cytoscape [38] for the exchange of network data.

As the name already indicates, this format is very simple and allows only the storage

of the network data without any additional information. This file format was adapted

for the use with data of aligned networks, and is the output format of Path Blast and

Network Blast [66], an alignment tool. The version that was used did not allow to

have proteins in one species without any orthologous proteins in the other species.

As we found this to be a problem, we changed the format to allow this case by

introducing dummy protein names such as ’none1’. Nevertheless, the new format is

compatible with the old one, such that the data found in the literature (e.g. http://

www.cellcircuits.org/Sharan2005/) can be visualized with our software as well

as the output of NetworkBlast [66].

The files are text based and therefore easily readable with any editor and can be

manipulated this way. Each line consists of three columns, the first column are the

source nodes, the second specifies the type of edges, and the third are the target

nodes. We use the terms source and target only for the explanation, the edges are

understood undirected. The first and the third column for an alignment of n species

are build as follows:

prot1|prot2|...|protn

where proti is a protein in the i-th network and it is orthologous to all other proteins

in this list. The second column contains n digits from {0, 1, 2, 3}, where the i-th

number describes the interaction between the i-th protein in the first block and the

i-th protein in the third block. The numbers 1, 2 denote that there is an edge and

0, 3 denote there is no edge. The differentiation between 1 and 2 from PathBlast [20]

is not used in VENLO. The columns are separated by the space character.

As already mentioned we have extended the specification to allow proteins which do

not have an orthologous partner in each other species. Therefore, in the blocks with

the protein names one simply uses none% as name for a protein that does not exist.

A small example of a .sif file for two aligned networks is shown in the following and

visualized in Figure 6.1.
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a|a 11 b|b

b|b 13 b’|b

a|a 13 c|c

b|b 31 c|c

a|a 31 none1|d

b|b 31 none2|d

Figure 6.1: A small example for an alignment of two species. The first species
is rendered in red and the second one in green. Note that the protein d in
the second species has no orthologous protein in the first species.

6.2.2 Network Evolution Data .evo

As we do not know any file format for the evolution of several networks, we defined

a format on our own. We defined it based on the data output from Dutkowski et

al. [23] who reconstructed network evolution. The data for one evolution example

consists of four files. The .evo file is the main file for one example, it names the

single files the real data is stored in. There is one file for the species tree, one for

the gene trees, and one for the interactions. Thus we will describe the single files in

the following.

The main file .evo consists basically of three lines, first the name of the file with the

species tree, second the name of the file with the gene trees and third the name of

the file storing the interactions. Comment lines in the .evo file start with ”//”. An

example looks like the following:

// file for the species tree in newick format
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spec_tree.new

// the gene trees, each in newick format

example.new

// Interactions

interactions.txt

Before explaining the data files, we will say a few words concerning the protein and

species names. The names for the species must be a sequence of word characters

without ” ”. The protein names must be <specname> <protname>, where specname

is the name of the species the protein belongs to and protname is the name of the

protein. For the name of the protein all printable characters except ”(”, ”)”, and

” ” are allowed.

In the file for the species tree is the species tree of the example, stored in newick for-

mat (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/newicktree.html)

without edge lengths and the respective species names for each node in the tree.

As explained in Chapter 4 in Figure 4.2 the species tree has to be filled up with

repetitions of species to make all extant species have the same depth in the species

tree. Such a repetition is marked by the species name rep. The following is an ex-

ample for the species tree of the evolution to yeast (sc), fly(dm), worm (ce) and the

common ancestor of worm and fly called bilateria (bi).

((ce,dm)bi,(sc)rep)fu;

The next file stores all the gene trees. These are also stored in the newick format

without edge lengths. If a single protein got lost during the evolution to one species

there could be written a protein with the name <specname>LOST or it could also

be simply left out. In the gene trees no repetition species are needed, the software

will automatically add the respective proteins. These trees are written each in a

single line. The following example shows one such gene tree.

((dm_mia,ce_taf-6.2)bi_i2894,(dmLOST,ce_taf-6.1)bi_i2895,(ceLOST,

dm_Taf6)bi_i2896,sc_TAF6)fu_617;

The last file is a usual interaction file as it is also used for the input in other

software. For each interaction there is one line in this file. The line consists of the

protein names of the two proteins interacting and an p-value giving the probability

of this interaction. They are all tab-separated. Again a short example follows with

just a few lines of one interaction file.
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fu_i11 fu_i11 0.0654294756649

sc_ACB1 sc_ACB1 0.064960452401

bi_i6 bi_i6 0.0400213660127

ce_acbp-6 ce_acbp-6 0.0405591828787

dm_CG8629 dm_CG8629 0.0371170671352

dm_CG8629 dm_CG15829 0.0371170671352

dm_CG15829 dm_CG15829 0.0371170671352

dm_CG8629 dm_FBgn0035744 0.0373382412987

6.3 Manual

VENLO can be used for the visualization of alignment data as well as evolution data.

Obviously for both it works a little different. Nevertheless, the program has got two

main modes for both. The first is the layout computation mode and the second is the

exploration mode, this second mode is divided into several modes for the evolution

data. The current mode is always printed at the right end of the menu bar. The first

mode enables the user to compute a layout for the alignment, whereas the second

mode does not allow any changes in the layout, therefore it allows to move around

and view the alignment from different angles. Changing between the two modes is

done in the menu Mode. Viewing evolution data, the second mode is divided into

the Overview the Alignment view and the Animation view. These modes allow the

user to explore the data.

3D Navigation

In exploration mode the user has got different interaction possibilities explained

below.

• Rotation of the alignment is done with the mouse. Keeping the left button

pressed and moving the mouse rotates the alignment.

• The up/down and left/right arrow keys make the alignment move up/down or

left/right.

• Zooming is done with the mouse wheel. Alternatively this can be done with

the page up/page down keys.
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• If one got lost in space while navigating through the alignment, just select de-

fault view in the View settings menu, and the alignment will again be centered

in the viewing frame.

All these 3D navigations does not only work for alignments, but also for the animated

view for evolution data.

In the exploration mode the layout menu is empty and no new layout computation

can be done. Changing the mode again to layout computation mode obviously allows

new layout computations.

File menu

In this menu there are two open and the quit action and additionally two settings

dialogs. All these actions can be used in both modes.

• Open alignment data, opens a file dialog, the user has to choose a .sif file as

specified above. The alignment data stored in this file will be loaded into the

program.

• Open evolution data, opens a file dialog, the user has to choose a .evo file as

specified above. The evolution data stored in this file will be loaded into the

program.

• Quit, ends the program.

• Settings, opens a dialog allowing to define some layout settings for the align-

ment. This works only when alignment data is loaded. It consists of one tab

for the general and one tab for network specific settings. In the tab for the

general settings there are several options

– collapse paralogs lets paralogous nodes be represented by just one node

– hide edges causes drawing only the nodes without the edges

– show labels causes the rendering of labels at each node

The tab for the single networks looks nearly the same as the general tab, but

the selection of options only changes the network in question. There are the

same options and some additional ones:

– hide complete network, makes this network invisible
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– node type, lets the user choose the type/geometry (ball, cube, diamond,

pyramid) for the nodes of this network

– node color, lets the user choose the color for the nodes

The button Apply activates all the changes made, cancel closes the dialog and

does not change any settings. The OK button also closes the dialog but applies

the new chosen settings.

When evolution data is loaded into the program, the settings action will just

open a dialog, where the user can choose collapse paralogs. This is only used

for the layout computation if one wants to manually change the layout.

• SA Settings action opens a dialog for changing the parameters for the simulated

annealing algorithm (see Chapter 5.2.3). Moving a slider to the right makes the

respective property be punished stronger in the simulated annealing algorithm.

Stronger punished properties will more likely be avoided.

– edge crossings the number of edge crossings

– edge length sum of edge lengths, to avoid very long edges

– edge angle if this value is higher, there are fewer small angles between

adjacent edges

– minimum node distance prevents nodes to be too close together.

For a detailed explanation of the algorithm, these parameters and their influ-

ence on the layout computation see Chapter 5.2.3.

Layout Menu

In layout computation mode the user is able to modify the layout of the alignment.

For the evolution data the alignment of the extant networks is shown, while the

computation of the layout. But as explained, all the networks has influence on the

layout and are used for the computation. Therefore, there are several layout algo-

rithms, which can be selected in the Layout menu. Manually changing the layout by

classical drag and drop using the left mouse button is also possible. Please collapse

all paralogs (in the settings dialog) before moving them manually, otherwise the sin-

gle nodes will be moved, which causes paralogs to be no longer nearby each other.

The following layout algorithms are available:

• Random, computes a random layout
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• Spring Embedder, computes a layout using the algorithm by Fruchterman and

Reingold

• Kamada Kawai, computes a layout using the algorithm by Kamada and Kawai

• Simulated Annealing, computes a layout using Simulated Annealing with the

parameters specified in the SA Settings dialog (see above). The simulated

annealing algorithm is due to its complexity slower than the others. However,

layout results are usually better. A progress dialog shows the progress of the

algorithm and allows the user to abort it. The algorithm consists of several

runs of the same number of loops and the number of runs is a priori unknown.

Stopping the algorithm, makes it stop after the end of the current run.

• Simulated Annealing Update, same as Simulated annealing but starting with

the current layout and allowing only small changes. Thus, this algorithm might

be used when one already got a good layout, which should be improved.

• undo, makes the manual changes be undone step by step

• open layout, opens a file dialog from which the user can choose a .pos file

with a layout for this network. The network will be given the layout stored

there. Such files are created using VENLO and simply store the positions of

the nodes for one already computed layout.

• save layout, once a pleasant layout is computed, one can store this layout in a

.pos file, which can be opened in later sessions again. In this file the positions

of the single nodes are stored.

Mode Menu

In this menu the user changes the mode. With loaded alignment data these are:

• Layout computation mode, changes into layout computation mode

• Exploration mode, changes into exploration mode, this mode allows different

changes in the viewpoint.

With loaded evolution data these are:

• Layout computation mode, changes into the mode, where layout computations

can be done
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• Overview, changes into the overview of the complete evolution data set

• Alignment view, changes to viewing the selected networks as an alignment

• Animation view, changes to viewing the selected networks as an animated

evolution.

View Settings Menu

has got two menu points,

• default view which changes the viewpoint to the default one, where the align-

ment is shown in the center of the viewing volume

• Find Protein which opens a Dialog. When a valid Protein name is inserted in

the dialog, this Protein is moved to the center, zooming in using the mouse

wheel now zooms the found protein.

Edge Appearance

The docking widget Edge Appearance is available with alignment and with evolution

data. Here the user chooses the edge type and some additional settings for the edges.

Three edge types are choosable:

• Line, the edges will be drawn as simple straight lines, the line width can also

be chosen in this docking widget

• Tube, the edges will be drawn as 3-dimensional tubes, whose diameter can also

be chosen in this docking widget

• Bundled Edges, the edges will be drawn as NURBS (see Chapter 4.3.4). The

line width and the bundling strength can be chosen in this docking widget.

Alignment Style

In this docking widget the user selects, whether he wants to see the alignments in

2.5D style in Side by Side style or All in One. This widget is available for both, the

alignment and the evolution data. Additionally one selects the X-Offset for adopting

the network positions in “side by side”, the Layer Distance for the 2.5D setting and

the additional Inter-Network Edges for the “side by side”.
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Figure 6.2: These are the different docking widgets the user can use within
VENLO.
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General Appearance

This is again a docking widget which is available for alignment and evolution data.

It allows to change some settings for the general appearance of the visualization.

The user chooses the Text Size for the labels the Node Size and the Background

Color. Additionally a Label Dispersion can be chosen for the 2.5D setting. Moving

this slider makes the nodes disperse downwards or upwards and the dispersion is

larger for the networks in the foreground. If the nodes are very cluttered in some

views, this might help the user to make them visible.

Setting single Networks

This docking widget is only available for evolution data and replaces the settings

dialog, which exists for the alignment data. In the overview mode, the user can

choose a network with a double click, the chosen network will now appear in the

widget. For this network the Network Color and the Node Type can be chosen. The

user also chooses, whether this network should be shown with or without labels and

edges using the buttons Show Labels and Hide Edges.

Screen Shot

In the menu bar, there is a button with a camera icon. Pressing this button take a

screen shot of the current rendering. A file dialog for storing the screen shot as a

.png or .jpg image opens.
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Chapter 7

Results and Discussion

7.1 Exploration Scenario for Aligned Protein In-

teraction Networks

To demonstrate how to explore network alignment data with our software, we de-

veloped an example exploration scenario, which is in main parts already published

in [67]. For our application scenario we decided to take an alignment of the PPI net-

works of five species. We chose the PPI network of the insulin/IGF1 pathway. This

pathway is of major importance not just in diabetes research, but it is relevant to

molecular ageing in general [68]. The interaction data for our example is taken from

the STRING [69] Web server (version 8.0), which integrates different kinds of bio-

logical data, for example databases such as KEGG [56], for building an interaction

network. We integrated interactions traceable to databases or experiments; we did

not use any data based on other evidence such as text-mining because they often con-

tain errors. We only trusted interactions with a high confidence (STRING confidence

score >0.7) and we deleted a few interactions that were listed by STRING under

the label ’Experimental Data’ even though they were predicted by orthology (e.g.

the interactionPI3K and IRS1 in Pan troglodytes has a score of 0.768 in STRING,

but no experimental evidence). Finally, we manually investigated interactions scor-

ing between 0.6 and 0.7 and added them, if STRING listed experimental evidence

from BioGRID [70], BIND [71] or HPRD [72]. For the detection of synonyms and

orthologs and also for the detection of paralogs we used iHop [73], HomoloGene [74],

and Ensembl [75]. For the insulin/IGF1 network we found sufficient data for human,

chimpanzee, mouse, rat, and fly. In the following we use our visualization system

to explore the network alignment that is shown in Figure 7.1. The network of each
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species is shown in one layer and they are additionally color coded as follows: hu-

man (pink), chimpanzee (red), mouse (orange), rat (yellow), and fly (gray). Two

aspects of network evolution and some artifacts due to missing data catch the eye

immediately.

Figure 7.1: The Insulin/IGF1 Pathway. Alignment of human (pink), chim-
panzee (red), mouse (orange), rat (yellow), and fly (gray). The layout is
computed using our simulated annealing algorithm. All five species are shown
and all paralogs (AKT1,2,3 and IRS1,2) too. For an easier overview only the
human network is labeled.

In the 2.5D layout in Figure 7.1, we can see that the IGF1/IGF1R part of

the network (top right of the figure) is not found in fly (gray) but it exists in

mammals, and we infer that it evolved in the lineage from the common ances-

tor of fly and mammals (called the ancestral bilaterian animal by zoologists, see

http://www.tolweb.org/Bilateria/) to mammals. This observation is in concordance

with Russell and Kahn ([68], Box 1). More data (on deuterostomic animals at the

later branching points along the lineage from the bilaterian ancestor to mammals,

such as sea urchins, sea squirts, lancelets, fish, frog, and/or bird) would enable us to

set a more precise time point at which this part of the network may have evolved.

The fly network (gray) is devoid of any paralogs; complexity of the pathway in
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mammals increased by duplication. The paralogs that evolved in the mammalian

species form two clusters, the IRS cluster and the AKT cluster, and the visualization

makes it clear that these two clusters of duplicated nodes are accompanied by a large

number of duplicated edges. Tracking these down in STRING, we observe that the

duplicated edges are derived from KEGG. However, KEGG does not describe the

interactions of each paralog individually. Instead, it only lists the interactions of one

representative AKT/IRS protein, and data processing by STRING was done under

the assumption that the interactions are valid for each paralog, an assumption that

is not necessarily true. Thus, the duplicated edges may be a data processing artifact.

On the other hand, if the assumption is true, the interpretation is that in the insulin

signaling pathway, interactions were usually kept after gene duplication leading to

paralogs. For example, the number of edges from PI3K to the IRS cluster equals

the number of IRS paralogs (two for human, mouse and rat and one for fly, see also

Figure 7.1) except for chimp, where for PI3K there is no interaction with the other

proteins, as discussed below. Such a scenario, if it reflects biological reality and is

not a database artifact, indicates close coupling of functionality of the IRS paralogs:

they are alternative stopovers in the standard signaling chain from IR to PI3K, via

IRS (see [68], Box 1), indicating redundancy. (One specific explanation comes to

mind: interaction data are often pooled over tissue types, so that it may well be

that alternative paths are employed in different tissues, and these are regulated in

a tissue-specific way.)

Looking at the red network (chimp), a large number of interactions (edges) existing

in the other networks are missing. In this situation filtering out the other networks

and only looking at the network of the chimpanzee and the human one for compar-

ison supports the exploration. This is done easily and the filtered view is shown in

Figure 7.2. In particular there are no links (no red edges) connecting PDK1, PTEN

and AKT to the other proteins, which have no interactions at all. Here, the biologist

interpreting the network must know two facts for a correct analysis: (a) human and

chimpanzee are very closely related; their genomes and physiology are very similar,

and (b) mouse and rat together form a group that is in turn related to the hu-

man/chimpanzee group. Thus, the biologist concludes that the missing edges must

be due to missing data in STRING, and that they are not yielding insight into net-

work evolution. In fact, chimpanzee data are just recently becoming available and it

is no wonder that these are incomplete. Moreover, the biologist can use the network

alignment to predict missing components (nodes and/or edges) in the chimpanzee

network which is expected to be almost identical to the human one.
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Figure 7.2: The Insulin/IGF1 Pathway alignment of human (pink) and chim-
panzee (red). The other networks are filtered out. For an easier overview only
the human network is labeled.

The interaction of fly FOXO1 (also known as dFOXO, Afx and CG3143) and IR

(center) is only displayed in case of fly. Tracking down the link in STRING, an entry

from the BIND database [76] is listed as evidence, which in turn cites Puig et al. [77].

Their abstract includes the sentence ”dFOXO [...] activates two key players of the

dInR/dPI3K/dAkt pathway: the translational regulator d4EBP and the dInR itself”.

In short, FOXO activates InR in fly, where InR (Insulin receptor) is the ortholog of

IR (Insulin receptor) in mammals. It is possible that the feedback loop IR → PI3K

→ AKT → FOXO → IR (see [68], Box 1) is not just active in fly, and that it also

exists in the other species. Here, our visualization yielded an interesting hypothesis,

which is not so obvious in a series of side-by-side renderings.

Using filtering operations to mask out chimp, rat, and fly allows an easy comparison

of human and mouse as shown in Figure 7.3. In this Figure the eye can easily identify

the identities and the differences. First of all, there is no difference with respect to

the nodes. However, some links are missing in mouse. For example, these are links

from SIRT1 to FOXO1, from IR to IGF1R, and from IGF to IRS. All these links

can be traced back to human-specific data incorporated into STRING; the links are
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Figure 7.3: The Insulin/IGF1 pathway alignment of the network for human
(pink) and mouse (orange) only. The same layout and settings as in Fig-
ure 7.1 are used but the other three species are filtered out. Both networks
are rather similar, the few differences (e.g. missing interaction between SIRT
and FOXO1 in mouse) are easily recognizable.

reported in a publication supporting a BIND entry [78] and entries derived from

HPRD [72] and PID [79]. Finally, with the help of our visualization we are able to

identify the core of the network alignment, which consists of the nodes and edges

that are present for the largest number of species. Setting the minimum species

threshold to 2, it does not include the link between FOXO and INSR (only present

in fly) that we discussed above, nor the interactions FOXO1 → PDK1, IRS → PTEN

and PTEN → IR (in fly), nor the interactions that are present only in human.

If there are many paralogs it is very useful to use abstraction, by collapsing the

paralogs, reducing the number of displayed nodes and edges. The information for

finding the core network will nevertheless not be missing in this abstract view, see

Figure 7.4. In particular, the edge from PI3K to IRS can be seen much easier in

Figure 7.4 than in Figure 7.1.

Researchers interested in one of the traditional layout settings such as a ”side by

side” layout, can obtain one by a mouse click, see Figure 7.5. In this setting one
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Figure 7.4: A network alignment where all paralogous nodes have been col-
lapsed. The alignment features the Insulin/IGF1 Pathway as in Figure 7.1,
with the same layout. Fewer interactions and fewer proteins are shown, yield-
ing a better overview of the overall structure.

can easily see that there are many edges missing in the network of the chimpanzee

(green). However, it is hard to recognize which edges do exist in most of the networks

and therefore might belong to the core of the alignment. Moreover, it is hard to

recognize the novel interactions discussed above.

The example shown here is rather small, five networks with each around ten pro-

teins, all together around 60 proteins. But having a look at the data example in

NetworkBlast shows significant alignments with no more than 20 proteins in total.

But VANLO is able to also handle larger network alignments with hundreds of pro-

teins. An example dataset with three networks and a total of nearly 800 proteins can

still be interactively navigated and a layout with our simulated annealing algorithm

was computed within 30 seconds.

In conclusion, our tool can be used for detailed inspection of the similarities and

differences of alignable interaction networks, as we did for two (human and mouse,

Figure 7.3) and five networks (Figure 7.1). In turn, a bird’s eye view of the lat-

ter alignment provided by our tool yielded some quick insights into regions where
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Figure 7.5: The Insulin/IGF1 pathway alignment of the network for all five
species, human (pink), chimpanzee (red), mouse (orange), rat (yellow), and
fly (gray) in a ”side by side” setting . The same layout as in Figure 7.1 is
used.
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paralogs are abundant, and regions where some subnetworks are not represented.

Interaction mechanisms supported the analysis tasks by filtering the required infor-

mation and facilitating an interactive display of the parts to be investigated.

7.2 Exploration Scenario for Protein Interaction

Network Evolution Data

In this section we want to show how our software can be used to explore the data for

the evolution of protein interactions across species. Such kind of data is still not wide

spread, as the ancestral networks can only be reconstructed using the known network

data for extant species. This immediately yields two problems, there are mistakes in

the data due to the reconstruction algorithm and due to the false positives and false

negatives in the interaction data for the extant species. We decided to use evolution

data for the bZIP network given by Pinney et. al. [80]. They reconstructed the

evolution of the protein interaction networks for the bZIP transcription factors for

Ciona intestinalis (sea squirt), Takifugu rubipes (pufferfisch), Danio rerio (zebrafish)

and Homo sapiens (human). A sophisticated algorithm was used to reconstruct these

networks [81, 82], which makes us trust this data.

We first choose a layout computation algorithm. The Simulated Annealing algorithm

performs well for the data set but other algorithms can be used as well. Then we

switch to the navigator and for a first overview over the complete data set, see

Figure 7.6.

In this overview we get a first impression of the data set. There are four extant species

and networks from five time points included in this data set. As for the evolution

of the sea squirt after the split from the other chordates, there is not much data

available, an additional time point had to be added (see figure 4.2 on page 34), the

light blue network called rep1 in Figure 7.6. Furthermore, it is immediately obvious,

that the complexity grows a lot between chordate (Ch) and vertebrate (Ve), whereas

this is not the case in the lineage yielding the sea squirt. Furthermore there are two

subgraphs, that are separated from the rest of the network in all species at all time

points. These facts are first hints for the exploration of the data set.

What is always interesting for such data is the comparison of the networks of the

extant species, which is simply done by selecting them in the navigator and showing

them as an alignment, see Figure 7.7. We only added the labels for the human

network. We will do this also in the further exploration, to have comparable labels.
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Figure 7.6: The overview of the evolution dataset for the bZIP transcription
factor network evolution for the four extant species sea squirt (Ci), zebrafish
(Dr), pufferfish (Fr) and human (Hs). The root network (ro) contains just one
protein for each protein family in this example and no predicted interactions.
The edges are all rendered as NURBS’es.
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Figure 7.7: The four extant species from the bZIP dataset shown as an align-
ment. The interactions are drawn simply as straight lines and only the human
network is labeled. Note the single red protein top right, which exists in sea
squirt and in no other of the extant species.
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What can be seen here is, that the network of the sea squirt, shown in red, differs

from the other networks a lot, what is suspected due to its early evolutionary split

from the other species. A major difference is the additional protein named 137837,

which has no orthologs in the other extant species. A quick look into the overview

(see Figure 7.6 shows, that this protein got lost already for the network of the

common ancestor of the three vertebrates, but existed in the common ancestor of

the chordates. This suggests that some functionality that existed in early chordates,

got lost in vertebrates but is still existing in sea squirt. This protein is said to

be a transcription factor in Ensembl [75]. It interacts with two proteins, for which

nothing is known in Ensembl but whose orthologs in human (ATF2 and JUN, see

the alignment view in Figure 7.7) are also transcription factors.

The growth of complexity from chordate to vertebrate, which could be seen already

in the overview, is worth having a closer look. Therefore, we select the two networks

of chordate and vertebrate and to follow evolution a little longer, we also add the

teleost and the network of the step from vertebrate to human, called ”Hso”. These

can be viewed as an animated evolution, see Figure 7.8.

In the first part of the evolution from the chordate to vertebrate obviously many pro-

tein duplications happened and many new interactions are gained. This complexity

growth is concordant with a whole genome duplication in early chordate [83, 84, 85].

This dataset leads to the suggestion, that this whole genome duplication happened

after the split of the lineage leading to the sea squirt. Also, two proteins with their

many interactions get lost, which existed before in chordate ( 7.8(b) red arrows).

Another eye catching event is the loss of interactions between the family of the

ATF3 orthologs and the family of the JUN orthologs, see Figure 7.8 in the top left

corner between (b) and (c). But most of these lost interactions were just gained by

the duplication in these two families. Thus, this massive loss might be an artifact;

interactions probably got lost before and the proteins duplicated thereafter.

After the massive duplication just dicussed, a speciation event happened (7.8(c)),

and the network of the vertebrate is duplicated in the animation. From this time

point on, both networks evolve independently, as can be seen in the different changes

that happen. The duplications stop, and some interactions and proteins get lost.

Thus, complexity decreases towards teleost and towards human. The growth in com-

plexity in protein interaction networks is probably not a linear process but an up

and down with some real jumps, some of them whole genome duplications.

Another question in this context also deals with this large complexity in vertebrate

in contrast to the smaller complexity of human, which evolved out of the vertebrate.
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(a) A screen shot of the animated evolution
shortly after the beginning. The green net-
work is the one of chordate, but some proteins
just splitted up, see the many balls starting
to move apart. Note also, that not all proteins
duplicate.

(b) The next screen shot of the animation
still between chordate (green) and vertebrate
(blue). Here, the duplicated proteins are al-
most at their new positions. Additionally the
protein on the top right gets lost (red arrow)
and with it all its interactions. Also, one pro-
tein in the lower half in the family of the CEBP
orthologs gets lost (second red arrow). Inter-
estingly the interactions between the family in
the top center and the family in the left middle
gets lost completely. Many other interactions
and proteins are gained.

(c) The speciation of the vertebrate network
into the lineages yielding the teleostei and the
human just happened. Some proteins and in-
teractions get lost and almost nothing new is
gained.

(d) The last screen shot from this evolution
animation shows the networks of teleostei and
of the step from vertebrate to Human.

Figure 7.8: A series of screen shots of the animated evolution from Chordata
via Vertebrata to Teleostei and Human (old) is shown. Both the Teleostei
and the Human have the common ancestors Chordata and Vertebrata, their
lineages splittet after the common ancestor of the Vertebrates.
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Is this complex network maybe only an artefact from the evolution modeling algo-

rithm? Is there some kind of union of networks of extant species for their common

ancestor preferred by the statistics? This is obviously a question, which cannot be

answered by exploring this one dataset, but a question of interest for the biologists

modeling the evolution of protein interaction networks.

While looking at this evolution animation, one protein (the one in the center) was

eye catching in the first phase of the animation due to its massive duplications,

along with the gain of many interactions. To have a closer look at this, it is useful to

select the two networks of chordate and vertebrate in the navigator and to add the

human network without interactions just for the sake of labeling, and view them as

an alignment, see Figure 7.9. Here it becomes clear, that the ancestor of all ATF2

Figure 7.9: An alignment of the networks from chordate (green) and verte-
brate (blue). The human network (brown) is added with labels and without
edges, to give labels in this alignment. The bundling strength in this view is
maximum.

proteins in human was only one protein in chordate but six in vertebrate. Due to
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the maximum bundling strength, the edges between sets of paralogous proteins can

be seen quite well. Thus, we see that there was no interaction between the ATF2

ancestor in chordate and the CREB ancestors, but for the respective proteins in

vertebrate, there is a complete bipartite graph between the ATF2 proteins and two

of the CREB proteins, which are the result of a duplication of one CREB protein

in chordate. Due to our paralogs layout algorithm, this is known for sure. This is

seen, with smaller bundling strength (0.5) and zooming into the respective area, in

Figure 7.10. The bipartite graph is complete for two of the CREB proteins, as for

each of them in vertebrate, there are six edges going towards the ATF2 proteins, of

which there are six. In this case it seems unlikely, that these proteins all duplicated

Figure 7.10: A zoomed in view in the alignment of the networks from chordate
(green), vertebrate (blue) and human (brown) as in Figure 7.9. The bundling
strength in this view is about 0.5 which allows to differentiate between the
single interactions.

and built up all these interactions thereafter. Our suggestion is, that an interaction

developed between the ATF2 ancestor and the CREB ancestor in chordate and

then the massive duplication happened and the interactions all exist due to this

duplication and did not yet got lost. The same can be said for the ancestor proteins

of BATF and E4BP4, here also a complete bipartite graph evolved. That in both

examples no interactions got lost, may indicate, that the duplications happened only

shortly before the split of the vertebrate into the two lineages teleost and human.

Otherwise, if there was still time, some of these interactions might got lost, as some

of them are probably redundant now.
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7.3 Discussion

The goal of this work was to develop a visualization technique, that is able to

deal with protein interaction network alignment data and with the data of evolving

protein interaction networks of several species. For this goal we reviewed the existing

approaches in the visualization on this topic and developed them further or combined

them. The task automatically included the development of a layout algorithm for

such alignment or evolution data. The work should at the end result in a software,

that is ready to use and uses the ideas developed. This software is meant as a

visualization and exploration software biologists and computational biologists can

use to explore their data. With the help of this software they should be able to

answer the questions arising for this kind of data.

We reviewed the current approaches in alignment visualization (see Chapter 3) and

were able to group them into three main types. For these three types “side by side”,

“all in one”, and 2.5D we also had a look at the advantages and disadvantages.

This way the 2.5D approach appeared to be the most useful one, although the

problem with the placement of paralogs had to be solved for this approach. The other

approaches indeed also had advantages, for example that they only use 2 dimensions,

and therefore visualization using them might be useful for printing and publishing

results. Thus, we decided to develop all three approaches for our software, to support

nice exploration as well as the well known 2D layouts for publication purpose. For

the visualization of evolving protein interaction networks for several species we did

not find any existing approach, except NetworkEvolution, which is discussed later.

But in the literature there exists the field of dynamic graph drawing, which relates to

our problem and which is partly useful. Especially the discussions about the mental

map where very useful. In conclusion, this review gave us a complete overview over

the existing work and enabled us to combine many ideas in our own approach and

to develop them further. Furthermore, it showed us the existing problems and this

enabled us to recognize them and to concentrate on them.

In a next step, the theoretical analysis of the structure of the data was needed, as this

serves as a basis for the layout computation as well as for further research on this kind

of data. Additionally this allows to specify the requirements for the data we are able

to visualize and to give an idea of how to integrate other types of data. This given

graph theoretical definition should also allow other researchers to easily develop new

layout algorithms or even visualization techniques. Our graph theoretical definition

is able to fully describe the given data and all its properties. Furthermore it allows
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the intelligent usage of graph layout algorithms not only for alignments, but also for

the evolution of networks. Additionally the biological features, that are contained

in the biological data, are found to be natural features of the graph theoretical

definition of the data. A nice example is the necessity for the single gene trees to be

reconciled in an evolution example, as this is also necessary for the data to be well

defined. Even the species tree for an evolution is part of the graph structure defined

for this, without artificially adding it.

For the visualization of protein interaction networks and their evolution we decided

to provide an interactive tool allowing the exploration of the data. We will first

concentrate on the alignment data. The 2.5D approach on which we mainly concen-

trated, lead to the usage of 3D graphics within our software. This 3D graphics allows

the user to directly interact with the visualization by moving around and finding

good views on it. As the views on the data are often cluttered, we implemented

several filter allowing to filter out some of the information. Mainly the user can fil-

ter out complete networks, edges of networks or the labels for single networks. This

causes a loose of information but a benefit for the visibility. And the information can

be added again at any time. Furthermore, the user can collapse paralogous nodes to

one node, which again makes some features clearer visible. As also the edges often

caused a lot of clutter, as there were lots of edges in several networks and often

lots of nearly parallel edges between sets of paralogs, we had to find a solution for

this. Therefore, we introduced edge bundling, meaning the edges between two sets

of paralogs are drawn as bundled curves using NURBS. Obviously we also support

the two other approaches for the visualization of alignment data. Thus we developed

an alignment visualization, that shows the biological phenomena such as orthology,

paralogy very clearly and also shows the single interaction networks. This visualiza-

tion approach is fully able to deal with protein interaction network alignment data.

Furthermore, it fulfills the requirements for the visualization of alignment data. The

structure of each individual networks is clearly visible, as it is drawn in a simple

well known 2D node link diagram. As each network is drawn in a distinct layer and

for each one an own color is used, they all are clearly separated. The orthologs are

nicely shown just by position without using additional edges, that would overcrowd

the visualization.

For the evolution data, the complete visualization is much more complex. We can-

not think of one picture, that gives the complete information of a network evolution

example, that allows the exploration of the data and fits to one computer screen.

Therefore, other ways for the visualization had to be invented. We mainly devel-
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oped three ways for the visualization of the evolution data. One overview showing

the complete data but not allowing any insight into details. This overview addi-

tionally serves as a navigator in the software implemented. The second is simply

viewing selected networks of the data as an alignment. This makes the comparison

of networks possible and uses all the visualization techniques developed for align-

ments. And finally the third is viewing the evolution as an animation of evolving

network alignments. In the animation the evolution is shown as a dynamic process

and the human perception is very sensitive to the difference between movement and

stoppage. As in this visualization things only move if they are changing, we espe-

cially paid attention to this task, the user immediately recognizes the changing areas

and also the conserved areas. A look on the requirements for the visualization of

evolution data also shows, that we are fulfilling them. We present a comprehensi-

ble overview of the complete data set, and additionally use them as a navigator.

The choice of networks that should be compared in an alignment visualization is

completely free. And the process of evolution of networks is shown in an animation,

showing the process of changing and developing networks.

For the development of a layout algorithm for protein interaction networks and

their evolution, we used our graph theoretical analysis and some basic thoughts

for the visualization we already knew from the review of the existing approaches

and the plans for our own visualization software. Mainly the constraints from the

visualization ideas caused the development of the collapsed graph for a protein

interaction network. The advantage of this collapsed graph is, that it is a simple

graph and has no other complex structure, like the alignment data has got. Thus,

this collapsed graph could be laid out with standard graph layout algorithms in

2D. The same worked for the evolution graph, where some constraints coming from

the preservation of the mental map and some visualization constraints also allowed

to develop a collapsed graph, that had to be laid out. Additionally to just using

standard graph layout algorithms, we also defined an adapted energy function for the

collapsed graphs and use simulated annealing for the minimization of this. Thus, one

specialized algorithm for the data and some general purpose algorithms are available.

The concept of the collapsed graph would also allow the definition of other specialized

layout algorithms for evolution or alignment data. The work with the software shows,

that the simulated annealing algorithm produces the best results, but needs the most

computation time. Also the update algorithm using simulated annealing shows up

to be very useful. This slow algorithm takes less than a second for alignments with

up to 100 nodes and might take up to 30 seconds for larger alignments with up to
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800 nodes. Our layout algorithm takes into account the general layout requirements

mentioned in Chapter 3. The single nodes are always separated by the algorithm,

overlapping is avoided. The algorithm also tries to minimize the edge length for the

complete layout and also the edge crossings. Space usage in an optimal way is always

difficult for a node link diagram, as most of the space is the white space between the

nodes and the edges. But this space is needed, otherwise the networks in the next

layers would be invisible. The software shows good results also for the space usage.

To not only produce theoretical concepts, but usable results, we produced a software

out of the ideas, approaches, and algorithms developed in this work. The software

enables the visual exploration of protein interaction network alignment data and it

is the first software which is fully able to visualize and explore evolution data for

protein interaction network alignments. It gives a really joint visualization of all

the data included in such an evolution data example. The data types accepted are

specified in Chapter 6.

The biological networks accepted by our software are protein interaction networks or

other networks with one type of entities and undirected edges. Within the evolution

data, for the entities a phylogenetic tree must exist and have to have its root in

the network of the common ancestor of this evolution example. The phylogenetic

trees have to be reconciled and fit to the species tree. This condition must also

be true for real evolution but sometimes causes problems in reconstructed data.

Abrupt becoming of entities not yielded by duplication is not supported. Within

protein evolution this seems to hold, as new proteins only develop by duplication

of already existing proteins! Within our visualization style, also the size of the data

examples is restricted, as layout computations appear to be to time consuming

and the visualization to overcrowded otherwise. We nevertheless showed, that an

alignment with around 800 nodes and several thousands of edges is still interactively

explorable and, thanks to the bundled edges, visible with an acceptable amount of

clutter. The visualization is at interactive rates with smaller alignments with up

to 100 nodes and looses interactivity with larger examples of up to 800 nodes, but

here still 10 to 20 frames per second, depending on the line style, are reached. The

standard output of NetworkBlast is much smaller than 800 nodes, even smaller than

100 nodes, and therefore, our software is applicable without restriction for those

standard data files. Evolution examples can also be handled up to this size for the

alignments in each time point. A frame rate with more than 30 frames per second is

reached in the animation for examples with up to 100 nodes and 10 to 20 frames per

second, depending on the edge type, is reached for large examples with up to 800
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nodes and thousands of edges. Automated reconstruction or modeling of network

evolution might sometimes also produce examples that have this size or are even

larger.

As already mentioned, researchers used other software for the exploration of their

data or for visualization for the publication usage up to now. They were able to

work with this software, although they could have done a better job using VENLO.

A paper showing the comparison of different protein interaction networks, an anal-

ysis of alignments is the one by Sharan et al. [21]. They used an own approach

implemented in cytoscape laying out the networks side by side. Their approach was

able to handle these smaller examples, although it seems to be used only for the

publication and not for the exploration of the data. In examples with more or-

thologs in one species, a huge clutter of edges showing the orthology relation can be

seen. In VENLO we avoid these additional edges and thus, the additional clutter.

Furthermore, we provide a better handling of the paralogs.

Using the approach seen there, might be quiet suitable for the publication of the

results of network alignments, but seems not to be useful for the work with this kind

of data. Our software is able to produce pictures as can be seen there, thus it is also

useful for the publication purpose, but it additionally allows the user to explore the

data in an interactive visualization software.

For the visualization and exploration of evolution data for protein interaction net-

works across several species, there is even less software available. The main possi-

bility for the researchers in this area is to use single network visualization for each

network and to compare them. What is still possible is to use the plugin also used

be Sharan et al. [21]. This causes the same problems described above and it is not

implemented to visualize such evolution data.

There is one cytoscape plugin available, NetworkEvolution [48] that is developed

for the interactive comparative analysis of networks and explicitly meant for the

visualization of evolution of networks. It produces layouts of the networks and also

of the reconstructed ancestor networks automatically, as our software does. It visu-

alizes the networks as single networks and not in one visualization. The networks

can nevertheless be compared, as the different interactions between the proteins (or-

thology relation, ancestor relation) also have the same position. For the layout also

the idea of positioning the orthologs at the same place in the different networks is

used and implemented in a pleasing way. The advantage here is, that for the single

networks all the analysis tools provided with cytoscape can be used and allow a

selection within the single networks. This usage of analysis tools is one thing, which
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should be added in VENLO in the future, see the next section. A disadvantage of

NetworkEvolution is, that it only visualizes the single networks without the species

tree connecting them. That the usage of the species tree, as it is done in VENLO, is

nessecary, shows the manually added species tree in the respective paper. Thus our

software gives a better overview of the complete data and allows the easier compar-

ison of the networks of different time point and different species. Combined views

with several networks or with all networks in one window are possible in VENLO,

which is not the case in NetworkEvolution, which shows each network in a single

widget.

7.4 Future Work

We developed a visualization tool for protein interaction network alignments and

their evolution, that fully works and allows their exploration. One possible future

work could be to include other biological networks, which should be possible even

with keeping the layout algorithm and the visualization approaches. For metabolic

networks, networks also including small metabolites, the graph structure must be

added by the possibility to have different node types, like proteins and metabolites.

These would also have to be visually differentiated. Furthermore, for metabolites no

phylogenetic trees are known. Therefore, one could assume them to stay constant

for a very long period of time, in this case the phylogenetic tree would simply be

a path. In regulatory networks, the nodes are the same as in protein interaction

networks but the edges are directed, as they denote a regulation (A regulates B)

and this direction even might change in the course of evolution. Visualizing these

networks and their evolution, require visualization of directed edges and maybe a

consideration of the directionality in the layout computation.

There are also other examples in biological evolution, such as the evolution of tran-

scription factor binding sites (TFBSs), which can be reconstructed nowadays [86]. A

visualization system for them needs a completely different data type, as TFBS might

appear at one point in the evolution without any parent. Thus their phylogenetic

tree does not necessarily have the root in the common ancestor.

The current software developed by us is just able to visualize the data and give

different views on it. Additionally is might be very interesting for a future version of

this tool to be able to filter the data with respect to some statistics or some graph

features. One could think of different graph features for the network alignments and

also for the evolution data, that would be interesting to be used in the visualization.
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Therefore, a graph analysis would have to be included into the software, that analyses

the data and would be able to add different features to the nodes or edges. These

features could then be used for the advanced filtering of the data and some content

driven views allowing a more sophisticated visual exploration.

For the case, that the available data is still growing in size (number of proteins and

interactions) and that the evolution of such large networks will be reconstructed in

a trustful way, visualization for larger data is needed. As our tool is limited in the

network size, it would be interesting to think of visualization approaches for really

large alignments with thousands of nodes. Visualization of very large networks even

focuses on other aspects as the visualization of smaller networks, as such detailed

layouts cannot be reached. Often the complete views try to give an overview in

a way and then filters are used to show areas of interest in a more sophisticated

way [87, 88]. Such large alignment visualization would need to include some data

analysis as finding areas of interest for a detailed visualization is of high importance.

Also of high importance when going on with the work of alignment and evolution

visualization is a user study. One would have to find out, what is useful, what should

be changed, which filters would have to be added and so on, before developing further

the software in this field.

As a lot of biologists in this field of research are already using cytoscape for the

visualization of their data, one could also think of reimplementing the software in

cytoscape in a future version, that supports 3D visualization. The advantage would

not only be, that many biologists are already using the software and therefore already

know the basic usage. The advantage would additionally be, that many analysis tools

are already implemented in cytoscape as plugins. Thus, these could be used for the

analysis and visualization of alignment and evolution data too.
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